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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents the results of the research into the performance analysis of the KLT, 
DCT and ICT. The performances of the KLT's of different random processes are firstly 
compared with that of the DCT. Some implementation considerations of the DCT and 
ICT are then studied. 
Covariance functions of Maricov processes are commonly used to model real images 
although their effectiveness has not been evaluated In this work, some statistical 
properties of six standard images are estimated so as to generate the mathematical 
covariance functions to model them. The corresponding KLT's are then constructed and 
used to transform these images for performance comparison with the DCT. Experimental 
results show that these KLT's all produce less basis restriction mean-squaie-eiror and 
higher maximum reducible bit than that of the DCT. These covariance functions are 
therefore regarded as suitable models for real images. Among these functions, the 
non-separable model is shown to be the most realistic for representing two-dimensional 
correlation properties of an image. 
As images are actually not Markov signals, three covariance estimation schemes are 
developed to extract the pixel correlation properties from real images. Each scheme 
views images as different random processes. The KLT's corresponding to these schemes 
all have better performance than those of the mathematical models and the DCT. These 
schemes are therefore considered as good methods for exploiting pixel correlations, 
although the computation is time consuming. 
The theoretical DCT and KLT DC transformed energy packing abilities for nonzero-mean 
Markov signals are also analysed. It is shown that, if real images are assumed to be 
Markov signals, the criterion for DCT DC transformed energy larger than that of the 
KLT is that the mean of the signal must be larger than its standard deviation. This 
condition is generally fulfilled because the overall brightness (mean) of an image is 
usually larger than the standard deviation, at least it is true for all the images under 
study. In order to verify the actual DC transformed energy packing ability of the DCT 
and KLT, these transforms are applied to Chen and Smith scheme in which an image 
is transformed without mean subtraction. Experimental results show that, for better MSE 
performance of the KLT, the image must first be biased to zero-mean, otherwise the 
performance of the DCT is better. This reveals the suitability of the DCT for practical 
applications since mean subtraction prior to transformation is not preferable. 
i i 
As the DCT is going to be an industrial standard, transforms compatible with it is 
becoming an important feature. Since the family of ICT's is developed to approximate 
the DCT basis components using integers, an effort has been made to investigate whether 
or not the order-8 and 16 ICT's are compatible with the DCT. No previous work has 
been reported to deal with this analysis. Our study is carried out by considering that a 
Markov signal is forward and inverse transformed by different transform kernels, one of 
which is a precise DCT and the other is an w-bit ICT or w-bit DCT. An w-bit ICT is 
said to be compatible with the precise DCT if it generates less MSE than the w-bit DCT. 
It is found that order-8 ICT's implemented using 4，3 or 2 bits are compatible with the 
precise DCT. However, none of the order-16 ICT's is found to have such compatibility 
property. The order-8 ICT(4) has a excellent transform efficiency and requires only 4 
bits for implemention. This demonstrates that it is a promising alternative to implement 
the DCT when simple implementation is required. 
One of the main implementation problems of the DCT is that its basis components are 
real numbers which requires floating point form for precise representation. Floating 
point form is not preferable because of its complexity. Integer form is usually used, but 
will introduce rounding error to the basis components and transformed coefficients. , ‘ ? ‘ 
Assume that the transform basis components are precisely represented, the rounding error 
behaviour of the transformed coefficients in a 1-D DCT system is investigated using 
Guglielmo's approach [GUGL86]. It is then extended to an ICT system in which the 
normalization process is assumed to be implemented by hardware. Both 1-D and 2-D 
transformations are considered. Finally, the estimated error energies of the DCT and 
ICT's are compared against various bit lengths used for representing the transformed 
coefficients. It is found that order-8 4-bit ICT has a lower MSE than that of the DCT. 
However, order-16 7-bit ICT generates more MSE than the DCT. 
/ 
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[XI Matrix X 
x(i,j) (i*J)-th element of \X] 
[X\T Transpose of [X] 
tr[X\ Trace of [X] = lx(i,i) 
i 
X Column vector X 
[liv] N xN matrix whose components are all l ' s 
— • • 
IN N x I column vector whose components are all l 's 
p Adjacent-element correlation coefficient 
® Kroneker product operator 
BRE Basis Restriction Error 
Correlation matrix of X 
COR(-) Correlation function, suitably subscripted and indexed 
[COVOT 
Covariance matrix of X 
COV(.) Covariance function, suitably subscripted and indexed 
,COVi Covariance matrix estimated using method i 
[COVm(p)] , COVm Covariance matrix of the First-order Markov model 
[COVn(pv，pA)] , COVn Covariance matrix of the 2-D Non-separable covariance 
model 
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e„ , E^ Rounding error magnitude and energy of coefficient x, 
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e^j-，E^j Total error magnitude and energy originated from y and 
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[BNG(C)] 
Energy matrix of C 
G.M. Geometric Mean of transformed variances 
ICT Integer Cosine Transform 
ICT(w) ICT whose integer matrix component values are less than 2W 
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KLT Karhunen-Loeve Transform 
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MICT Modified Integer Cosine Transform 
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[71 Qrthonormal transform matrix 
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With the advances in computer technology, the field of digital image processing has 
experienced vigourous growth over the past thirty years [GONZ87]. In the broad 
sense, digital image processing refers to the manipulation of two-dimensional data 
by a digital computer. Nowadays, the techniques of digital image processing have 
found applications in a wide spectrum of areas, such as image enhancement, pictorial 
pattern recognition, remote sensing and medical processing. The amount of data 
associated with the representation of an image requires enormous computer storage. 
For example, an 512 x 512 monochrome image with 256 intensity levels requires 2 
MBits storage capacity, and that of a colour image even triples this size. If images 
were transmitted over a communication channel as television pictures, the data rate 
could exceed 15 Mbyte per second. Storage and/or transmission of such data require 
large capacity and/or bandwidth, which could be very .expensive. This problem 
manifests the need for efficient data compression techniques. 
Image data compression techniques are concerned with the reduction of the amount 
of data required to represent an image without degrading to a noticeable extent Data 
compression has been the research topic for many years. An early approach was in 
the area of predictive coding schemes which attempt to predict the value of each 
pixel through the use of previous pixel values. These schemes can efficiently 
compress an image to about 2.5 bits per pixel [FORCk89]. A more advanced 
technique is the use of unitary transforms. The key to achieving data compression 
using this method is two-fold. Through unitary transformation, highly correlated 
image data is transformed into a set of weakly correlated or completely correlated 
coefficients, and much energy is packed into a limited number of coefficients. The 
number of bits used to code these coefficients are then assigned according to their 
variances. Coefficients having high variances contribute significantly to image details 
and are assigned with more number of bits, while those with low variances are 
allocated with less or simply discarded. The transformation method is proved to be 
more efficient than the predictive scheme but suffers from implementation complexity 
[JMN81J. 
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The underlying principle of transform coding immediately raises a question: 
theoretically, which transform has the best packing ability? The answer to the 
question is the Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT), which is the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix of an image. Clearly, the KLT is unique for a particular image 
and is therefore image-dependent. It has been shown that the KLT packs the most 
variance into a restricted set of coefficients which are completely unconelated Thus, 
it results in the least mean-squarc-error if a fixed number of transformed coefficients 
are retained for reconstruction. Unfortunately, the characteristics of the KLT impose 
a number of difficulties in implementation, chief of which is the construction of 
eigenvectors, much less the estimation of covariance matrix from an image. Although 
the KLT for a particular random process can be computed with fast algorithm 
[JAIN76J, the existence of general algorithm is still not known. As a result, early 
research efforts have been devoted to the search of a transform that performs well 
but is free from the problems of the KLT. 
In the late 60，s and early 70's, many transforms were developed and studied 
extensively, namely, the Walsh Hadamad (WHT), tiie Slant (ST) and the Haar (HT) 
Transform [ANDRkp69] [ENOMs71] [PRATcw74] [ANDR70]. These transforms 
have simple structures, and are simple to be implemented The development of the 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in 1974 [AHMEnr74] was a breakthrough for 
image transform coding. Ahmed et al. showed empirically that the performance of 
the DCT is very close to that of the KLT for Markov signals of adjacent-element 
correlation coefficients p near 0.9, Furthermore, it was shown to be asymtotically 
equivalent to the KLT for first-order Markov signals [HAMIp76]. A significant 
advantage of the DCT over KLT is that it has FFT-based fast computation algorithms. 
Since then, the trend seemed to be directed to the study of sinusoidal transforms. 
Jain [JAIN79] defined the Discrete Sine Transform (DST) and systematically 
classified the family of sinusoidal transforms. He also showed that the KLT of 
first-order Markov process belongs to this .family and that all the members of this 
family are asymtotically equivalent. 
In general, there is a trade-off relationship between implementation simplicity and 
transform efficiency. Usually, transforms of simple structures, such as WHT, ST and 
HT, are easier to be implemented, however, they have lower energy packing ability 
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than sinusoidal transforms, which are more difficult to be implemented. 
Consequently, there exist two different streams in the development of new transforms. 
Considering that the advancement in VLSI technology has lessened the constraints 
in implementation, one stream is to search for transforms having performance better 
than the DCT. Such transforms, like the DCT, have fast computational algorithms 
but require more additions and multiplications. Typical examples of this stream is 
the Phase Shift Cosine Transform (PSCT) [WANGz86] and Odd Weighted Cosine 
Transform (OWCT) [LOc89]. The other stream is to search for transforms requiring 
simple implementation and having performance close to the DCT. Examples of the 
transforms belonging to this stream are the High Correlation Transform (HCT), Low 
Correlation Transform (LCT) [GHAM86], C-matrix Transform (CMT) [KWAKsr83], 
and Integer Cosine Transform (ICY) [CHAM89] [CHAMc87] [CHAMc91]. The HCT 
and LCT were developed by modifying the WHT in an attempt to resemble the DCT 
basis vectors. Kwak et al. derived the CMT which is to approximate the DCT. The 
CMT can be implemented via WHT through a conversion matrix, which has a sparse 
block diagonal format Using the principle of dyadic symmetry, Cham modified the 
order-8 and 16 DCT, and obtained a set of integer orthogonal matrices called the 
family of ICT. Recently, Huang et al. conducted an exhaustive computer search to 
obtain more members of order-16 ICT's which, they called them MICT [HUANkt90]. 
Among these transforms, some members of the ICT's are shown to have performance 
better than the CMT [CHAM89�. In this work, we shall concentrate on the 
performance evaluation of the DCT and ICT in a practical system. 
In the following section, some properties of orthonormal transforms are reviewed. 
In section 1.3’ major parameters affecting the performance of a practical system are 
discussed. 
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1.2 PROPERTIES OF ORTHONORMAL TRANSFORMS 
a. Energy Conservation 
In one-dimensional transfoimation, 
C = [TIX 
where X is the original signal vector 
C is the transfoimed vector 
and [7] is an orthononnal transform matrix. 
It has been proved that the total energy in spatial and transform domains are equal. 
That is 
l i q 2 = l ^ 2 …(1.1) 
Similarly, in two-dimensional transformation, 
[C]=[71[X][71r 
S 2 l k ( M , v ) | 2 = S S | U ( z , ; l 2 . …(1.2) 
u=0v=0 »=0/=0 
where x(i9j) and c(i,j) are elements of the original and transformed coefficients. 
b. Energy Compaction 
Through orthonormal transformations, the average energy of the transfonned 
coefficients are unevenly distributed, with most energy packed into a few coefficients. 
Since the total energy is preserved, this means that many of the transformed 
coefficients will contain very little energy, which have insignificant information 
contents and need not be coded for transmission. It has been shown that the higher 
the correlation between image pixels, the higher energy compaction will be achieved. 
In terms of energy compaction, the KLT is shown to pack the most energy into a 
fixed set of coefficients. 
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c. Decorrelarion 
If the input signal elements are highly correlated, then transformed coefficients will 
tend to be uncorrelated. This means that the off-diagonal elements of the transformed 
covariance matrix tend to be small compared to the diagonal elements (transformed 
variances). Thus far, no transformation has been found that can completely remove 
statistical dependence between image pixels. It is because the joint probability density 
function of the image pixels cannot be measured [WINT72]. However, the KLT is 
shown to produce completely uncorrelated coefficients, and is generally referred to 
as the optimum transform. It should be noted that the KLT transformed coefficients 
are completely uncorrelated, but not necessarily independent. 
1.3 SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF A TRANSFORM SYSTEM 
ORIGINAL I ： — ~ ~ , 
IMAGE ‘ FORWARD QUANTISE 
I TRANSFORM — ENCODE 
CHANNEL 
； 
RECONSTRUCTED """"" “ ^ ^ ；1 , , f "1 “ 
IMAGE INVERSE 
. ^ ― DECODE 
TRANSFORM 
Fig. 1.1 Block Diagram of a Transform System 
Fig. 1.1 shows the functional blocks of a transform system. The original image is 
divided into a number oiNxN sub-blocks, which are forward transformed and coded 
one by one. At the receiver, the coded coefficients are decoded and reconstructed 
by means of inverse transformation. In general, forward and inverse transformations 
are implemented by an image processor, which essentially performs matrix 
multiplication. Fast algorithms can also be realised but with increases in complexity. 
Two-dimensional separable transform is usually preferred because it reduces the 
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pixel correlations in the row and column directions, thereby achieving a high energy 
packing ability. Quantization and coding processes are usually performed by look-up 
tables. 
The performance of a transform system depends on a number of parameters: a. the 
choice of transform, b. the quantization strategy and c. the sub-block size. 
a. Choice of Transform 
Although KLT is the optimum transform, it is seldomly implemented because of the 
difficulties in finding the transform basis components for a particular image. Instead, 
the DCT is widely used because of its excellent efficiency and existence of fast 
algorithms. However, as the DCT basis components are real numbers, the 
implementation is complicated. For this reason, integer transforms have room for 
application when complexity is a serious issue. In this project, some of the ICT's 
will be shown to perform better than the DCT while allowing simpler implementation. 
b. Quantization Strategy 
Experimental results showed that two-dimensional transformations produce roughly 
Laplacian distributed AC coefficients [NGAN82]. Therefore, quantizers that 
minimizes the mean-square-error for Laplacian signals are used. The DC coefficients 
contain the most image detail and are usually coded with an 8-bit uniform quantizer 
[WINT72] [CHENs77], because they are found to have no particular distribution. 
c. Sub-block Size 
In two-dimensional transformation, the number of computations per coefficient is 
proportional to sub-block size N, whereas the mean-square-error performance should 
improve with increasing N as more pixel correlations are taken into account 
However, the improvement is insignificant as, N is larger than 16 [HABIw71], Even 
for N = S, the performance is comparable to when N = 16. Therefore, iV = 8 and 
16 are reasonable sub-block sizes for practical use. 
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1.4 MOTIVATION OF WORK 
The optimum transform, KLT, is constructed using the correlation properties of an 
image. If the correlation properties of an image is not accurately extracted, then the 
corresponding KLT，when applied to this image, will result in performance 
degradation. Few work has been reported dealing with the extraction of pixel 
correlations from real images. This triggered the initiation to develop methods that 
can effectively extract the correlation properties from real images. 
Fig. 1.2a Basis Vectors of Order-16 KLT of Fig. 1.2b 0-th Basis Vector of 
Markov Process with p = 0.95 Order-16 KLT of Markov Process 
with p = 0.95 
：…,:^?^^^ ..^ys^ncz...^. • . _ _ _ _ _ 
Fig. 1.3a Basis Vectors of Order-16 DCT ' Fig. 1.3b 0-th Basis Vector of 
Order-16 DCT 
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From Fig. 1.2 and 1.3, the close resemblance between an order-16 DCT and KLT of 
first-order Markov process with p = 0.95 is evident. The major discrepancy is that 
of their zeroth basis vectors; that of the KLT is curved whereas the DCT's is flat. 
，c • 
This accounts for the optimum DC energy packing ability of the KLT when the 
original signal is biased to zero-mean, because the zeroth basis vector determines the 
DC transformed magnitude. 
The significance of the DC transformed coefficient is that it contains the most image 
detail, and as energy is preserved, in orthonormal transformation, higher DC energy 
means lower energy contents in the AC coefficients and hence they require less 
number of bits to be coded. However, as the KLT is optimised to zero-mean signals, 
the scenario is different in a practical system where the image is not necessarily 
zero-mean. Therefore, efforts have been made to investigate the effect of 
nonzero-mean image on DC transformed energy. 
Since its introduction in 1974, the DCT has widely been accepted as the best 
alternative to the KLT and several coding schemes have been devised using the DCT 
[CHENs77] [CHENp84] [NGANls89]. Transform coding using the DCT has shown 
to be most effective and are adopted in international image coding standards, such 
as JPEG, MPEG and H.261. This implies that it is increasingly important for a 
transform to be compatible with the DCT. Since the family of ICT is proposed to 
alleviate some of the implementation complexity of the DCT by approximating the 
DCT basis components using integers, a compatibility study of the ICT and DCT has 
been carried out 
As have been mentioned in section 1.1, there is an abundance of transforms emerged 
since the past two decades. The choice of a particular transform for a practical system 
requires a number of considerations. Firstly, it is better off for the transform to be 
independent of image statistics, thereby making real-time processing easier. Secondly, 
the transform should be easy to be implemented while attaining a high transform 
efficiency. Lastly, the transform is better, be compatible with the DCT so as to 
maintain conformity with the international standard. With these criteria in mind, the 
ICT's can satisfy all of them. The main advantage of the ICT over DCT is that an 
ICT-based coding system can be implemented using integer arithmetics, thus, the 
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transform basis components and coefficients can be precisely represented with finite 
number of bits. While Guglielmo has suggested that 8 bits are sufficient to represent 
the transform basis components without causing significant effect on the transformed 
coefficients and reconstructed image [GUGL86], we shall investigate the error 
behaviour due to rounding of the transformed coefficients in a practical system. 
In summary, the key questions that are evoked throughout this thesis are listed below: 
1. Practically, how the pixel correlations are extracted from real images? How 
effective are these extraction schemes? 
2. Is the KLT still optimum for nonzero-mean images? Under what situation will 
the DCT DC energy larger than that of the KLT? 
3. What is the performance of the KLT's of Markov processes? Are the covariance 
functions of Markov processes suitable for modelling the correlation properties of 
real images? 
4. Is the family of ICT functionally compatible with the DCT? 
5. Does an ICT-based system generate less rounding error than a DCT-based system 
in the absence of quantization process? 
1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The principal purpose of this chapter has been to present the development and 
properties of image transforms. Within this framework, the essential considerations 
of a practical system have been illustrated, thereby bringing out the objectives of this 
work. 
In the next chapter, we begin with the formulation of commonly-used covariance 
mathematical models, which will be used throughout this thesis. Three schemes to 
extract the correlation properties from real images are then developed, using which 
covariance matrices are formed and the corresponding KLT's are constructed. In 
order to compare the performance, these KLT's and the DCT are applied to real 
images. The criteria for comparison are the basis restriction mean-squaie-error (BRE) 
and maximum reducible bit (MRB). Experimental results suggest that the KLT's 
corresponding to the mathematical models and covariance estimation schemes are 
effective enough to produce less BRE and higher MRB than the DCT. 
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In chapter 3，we investigate analytically the DC energy packing abilities of the KLT's 
and DCT for Markov signals with nonzero-mean. The conditions for DCT DC energy 
larger than that of the KLT are then derived. It is found that if the mean of the 
signal is larger than the standard-deviation, then the DCT DC energy must be larger 
than that of the KLT's. The effect of nonzero-mean signals on DC energy packing 
is further investigated by applying the KLT's and DCT to Chen and Smith scheme, 
which is used to simulate a practical transform system. Results indicate that the DCT 
always packs more DC energy than the KLT's for the six images. 
Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to considering some of the implementation problems 
of a transform system, in which the transform basis components and transformed 
coefficients are not precisely represented. In chapter 4, we first investigate the case 
where the transformed coefficients are precisely represented. The error introduced 
due to rounding of transform basis components is estimated This approach is used 
to analyse the compatibility property of the DCT and ICT. It is found that some 
order-8 ICT's are compatible with the DCT. However, none of the order-16 ICT's 
is shown to have this compatibility property. 
Finally, the error behaviour due to rounding of the transformed coefficients are 
investigated in chapter 5. Suppose that the normalization process is done by hardware, 
we found that the order-8 ICT(4) generates less rounding error than the DCT in both 
1-D and 2-D transformations. However, the order-16 ICT(7) has higher rounding 
error than the DCT. 
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2 COVARIANCE ESTIMATION SCHEMES AND PERFORMANCE 
COMPARISON OF THE KLT'S 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Theoretically, the Karhunen Lo6ve Transform (KLT) is the optimum transform as it 
minimizes the basis restriction mean-square-error (BRE) [JAINSIJ. It has been 
proved to be the eigenvectors of the image covariance matrix, and is therefore 
image-dependent As an image usually consists of a large number of pixels, the 
extraction of their correlations from a real image is computational-intensive. As a 
result, various covariance stochastic models are commonly used. On the other hand, 
if the correlation properties of a real image are exploited to form a covariance matrix, 
then the performance of the corresponding KLT will depend heavily on how accurate 
these properties are estimated. This implies the necessity of efficient correlation 
extraction schemes. As these schemes are used to form covariance matrices, so that 
the corresponding KLT's can be constructed, we shall refer these schemes as 
covariance estimation schemes. 
In this chapter, we first review the statistical properties of an image. Three 
commonly-used covariance mathematical models are then introduced. In section 2.4, 
three covariance estimation schemes are described. Each scheme views the image 
as a different random process. The KLT's corresponding to these models and schemes 
are then presented in section 2.5. Finally, these KLT's and the DCT are used to 
transform some real images, and their energy compaction abilities are compared. 
2.2 STATISTICS OF AN IMAGE 
From a statistical point of view, image pixels are samples of a random process. The 
properties of an image are therefore usually represented by statistical means, such as 
the mean, variance, adjacent-element correlation coefficient and covariance function. 
Let the pixels of an M x M image be x(i9j). The mean of the image is given by 
the spatial average of all the pixel luminances. 
1 M M 
2 I x O J ) …(2.1) 
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While the mean is a measure to represent the overall brightness, the variance of an 
image describes the extent to which the pixels deviate from the mean. It is therefore 
an activity measure [NETRp77] and is given by: 
…(2.2) 
M i=lj=l 
Pixels of real images are found to be highly correlated, and the extent of overall 
correlation is indicated by the adjacent-element correlation coefficient (or simply 
correlation coefficient), p. It can be estimated in either vertical or horizontal direction. 
Thus, 
{x(i + l j ) - x } …(2.¾ 
XT M M 一 1 i=l y = l 
〜 二 去 . 去 黑 $ 功 + ...(2.4) 
where pv and ph are the correlation coefficients estimated in vertical and horizontal 
directions respectively. 
Table 2.1 summarizes the statistics of 'standard' images that are frequently referenced 
in related literatures, and will be used for study in this research. These images exhibit 
different statistical properties; the correlation coefficients of almost all the images 
exceed 0.95, except those of BABOON which are relatively low. 
The correlation properties of an image is of considerable importance in image 
processing, which are characterised by covariance functions. In the next section, the 
covariance functions for Markov signals will be given. 
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PICTURE SIZE VARIANCE MEAN pv ph 
WOMAN 256 x 256 1666.838 95.8056 0.97547 0.98283 
STONES 256 x 256 2047.099 93.2349 0.95381 0.96196 
LENNA 512 x 512 2298.101 123.6078 0.98584 0.97161 
BABOON 512 x 512 1789.127 129.1915 0.75299 0.86658 , 
PEPPERS 512 x 512 2911.416 119.9560 0.97873 0.97496 
SAILBOAT 512 x 512 4297.633 124.7849 0.97152 0.97422 
Table 2.1 Statistics of Standard Images 
2.3 MATHEMATICAL COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS 
2.3.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL : FIRST-ORDER MARKOV MODEL 
Let X be an order-iV vector sampled from a zero-mean unit-variance first-order 
Markov process. The covariance matrix is: 
[COVm(p)] 
1 p . . . 广 1 � 
P 1 … 广 
=：‘ …(2.5) 
• , 
, - 2 1 … 1 _ 
and the (ij)-th element of [COVm(p)] is given by: 
COVm(iJ;p) =五{x(0x(/)} 
2.3.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL : SEPARABLE AND NON-SEPARABLE 
ISOTROPIC MODELS 
The covariance models for 2-D zero-mean unit-variance Markov signals are the 
separable and non-separable isotropic models [JAIN81J. 
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The separable covariance function is given by: 
(^ ^^仏乂卯，幻二卩！；-“丨彳疒11丨 i A m ^ e [ 0 , " - 1 � …(2.6) 
This function forms a four-dimensional array, however, it can be viewed as aniV2xiV2 
matrix [COVs(pv,pA)]. From (2.6), it is possible to form m N xN block matrix 
[COVs(i,./)] for each (ij). As i,j e [0，iV — 1], there are NxN such block matrices 
in [COVs(pv，pJ. That is, 
_ [covs(o,o)] ... [ c o v s ( o , i v - i ) ] -
... . • •• •. 
[COVs(pv，pJ= • … . ...(2.7) 
• ‘ • • 會 « 
� [COVs(iV-1,0)]…[COVs(iV-l， iV- l ) ] -
This model is said to be separable because [COVs(pv, pA)] can be decomposed into 
two NxN matrices, [COVm(pv)] and [COVm(pA)], such that: 
[COVs(pv, p j ] = [COVm(pv)] (8) [COVm(pJ] .. .(2.8) 
where ® is the Kroneker product operator. 
pv and pA are the vertical and horizontal adjacent-element correlation 
coefficients as defined in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively, 
and [COVm(pv)] and [COVm(pA)] are the covariance matrices of the first-order 
Markov process with pv and pA respectively, as defined in (2.5). 
For the non-separable isotropic model, the covariance function is: 
COVn(/,y;m,rt) = exp{-�[(/ 一 m) lnpj 2 + [(/ -
I P v U p J ^ l …(2.9) 
Similar to the separable case, the non-separable covariance function can also be 
represented as an N2xN2 matrix [COVn(pv, p j ] whose components are denoted 
COVn(M,v). The relationships between COYn(ifj;m9n) and COVn(M,v) are: 
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i-u div N 
j = u mod N 
m = v div iV 
n = v mod N 
M= Z xiV + / 
v — m x N + n 
These functions are commonly used to model the covariance functions of real images 
because of their close reisemblance. Another significance of these functions is that 
they provide a convenient way for theoretical performance evaluation of different 
transforms [JAINSIJ. 
2.4 COVARIANCE ESTIMATION SCHEMES 
2.4.1 SCHEME 1 
Let an M xM image be samples of an order-iV random vector 
X = 一 l)]r, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Thus, there are K = M2/N samples 
in each random variable x(i). Fig. 2.1 indicates that the image is partitioned 
horizontally, however, vertical partitioning Is also possible. 
The covariance matrix is therefore a set of covariances between any two random 
variables. Thus, 
‘0^(0,0) 《 ( 0 , 1 ) … 《(0，" 一 1 ) -
《 ( 1 , 0 ) 《 ( 1 , 1 ) … 《 ( 1 ， " 一 2 ) 
= • ...(2.10) 
_ � ( i V - 1 , 0 ) 颜 - 1 , 1 ) ： “ 颂 - l，iV-l)_ 
6t(iJ) = E{x(i)xU)} 
=-^ i x(i;k)x(j;k) - x(i^(J) ! , / € [0,N-1] ...(2.11) 
K k=l 
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where X is the mean vector of X. 
x(i;k) is the k-th sample of jc(i)* 
jc(i) is the mean of jc(0. 
and is the covariance between x(i) and x(j). 
Please note that we have used instead of COV 1(/,./) to represent the (ij)-th 
element of [COVl(Z)]. This is to distinguish between covariance function of a 
stochastic model and estimated covariance of an image. 
. ' . • • ' j � . [x(0« x(1 JO)... x(N-1«] i ^ 
\ [x(0Wx(1W..x(N-1W] 
I h ^ H I 1 I——H • • y / • • I 1 I 
I—~I I 1 I 1 • • • I 1 
J I L ^ L I . 
I 二 二 … ： • • 十 I 
Fig. 2.1 Covariance Estimation Scheme 1 
The correlation matrix of X is formed by normalizing each element of [COVl(X)] 
with its column and row standard deviations respectively. Hence, the (ij)-th element 
— ^ 
of the correlation matrix [CORl(X)] is: 
C 0 R 1 ( i
'
J ) =
^ ^ 办•，》 ...(2.12) 
where Gx(i) is the standard deviation of jc(i). It should be noted that is equal 
to 
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2.4.2 SCHEME 2 
Let an M xM image be elements of a stationary data sequence, 
X = {x(0) ;c(l) ... jc(Af2— 1)}, as shown in Fig. 2.2’ and its mean and variance be x 
and of respectively. In this scheme, the correlation properties of X are exploited by 
estimating the covariance between any pair of pixels with /i-element separation. It 
is assumed, however, that the end pixel of a row (column) has no correlation with 
the first element of the preceding and succeeding rows (columns). 
j , _ 
x(1) x^(M-1) 
x(2M-1)- 卞 
1 x(iM+j) ^ 
if ' 
1 � y 1 
x(M(M-1)) x(MM-3) x(MM-1) 
Fig. 2.2 Covariance Estimation Scheme 2 
In mathematical expression, the covariance of pixels that are /z-element apart is given 
by: 
I I M-lM-l-n 
=T7TZ~~ X I xiMi+jMMi+j+n)-^ n e [0，iV — 1]…(2 .13) M M—n i=o j=o 
where X(0) = [jc(0) jc(1) ... x(M2-l-n)] 
and X(n) = [x(n) x(n + l) ... x(M2-!)] 
Since X is stationary, it is obvious that: 
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《(0，0) =《(1,1)=…=《(0) =《 
�(0，1) = � ( 1 ， 2 ) = … h 0 ^ 1 ) = � P 
In general terms: 
办 ， / ) = 《 ( 丨 卜 / 丨 ) 
The covariance matrix is therefore an N xN Toeplitz matrix, which is given by: 
“o^(0) � � • • 颂 - 1 ) _ 
[ o m r a - 乂 ⑴ 《 ( 0 ) / • ...(2.14) 
• . ‘ • • • • • 
. . . . 
and the correlation matrix is: 
[COR2(X)] =^[COV2(X：)] 
_ t • - 1 ) ' , 1 P • • 
� x ^x(N-2) 
=
 P
 . • ¢5^  …(2.15) 
0¾" - 1 ) 
• • • , 
2.4.3 SCHEME 3 
Let an M x M image be samples of an NxN random field, [X], as shown in Fig. 
2.3. Hence, each random variable x(i,j) has an ensemble of K =M2/N2 samples. 
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While schemes 1 and 2 are based on the assumption that the pixels have correlations 
in one direction only; either vertical or horizontal but not both, scheme 3 assumes 
that pixels have correlations in both dimensions [PRAT78]. 
The covariance function of [X] is given by: 
COV3(i,j;m,n) = COY3(m9n;i9j) 
= E{x(iJ)x(m9n)} -x(ij)x(mfn) 
1 一 . 一 . 嚷 
=7 2 S x(u9v;ifj)x(u9v;m,n) - x(i,j)x(m9n) ...(2.16) 
K u=0v»0 � 
where x(u,v;i,j) is the (ij^-th element of the (w,v)-th block of the image, 
and x(i9j) is the mean of x(i,j). 
V 
, ： ： • 
舍會會*•«會 
**食會 會會•會舍 • • • • • • ^ 
會會會*會會 
r — ~ _ , / X(U,V;i,j) 
會會會會 v ^ A 
[X(u,v)J z • 




U 會舍_»會會窗會 • 
參. 
• ... 丄 丨 
I 會會會會 
• • • ： +:‘ .... ” . 
w 單 W. . 零 w ，‘ 會書會 
Fig. 2.3 Covariance Estimation Scheme 3 
As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the covariance function of (2.16) can be viewed as 
mN2xN2 matrix that contains N xN block matrices [COV3(i,;)]v Each [COV3(z,y)] 
has a basic dimension of NxN. That is, 
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[COV3(0,0)] ... [COV3(0,iV-l)] _ 
• • • • ' . • 
參’ •參會 • 
.[COV3(iV-1,0)] ... [COV3^V-l,iV-lJl. 
…(2.17) 
[COV3(z,;)] = E{x(iJ) [XI] - x(i,j) [XI …(2.18) 
where [X] is the mean matrix of [X] • 
Consider aniV x 1 vector Y formed by stacking the rows of [X], such that the elements 
of 7 is y(iN+j)=x(i，j). It can be seen from (2.17) and (2.18) that the covariance —• —• 
matrix of Y, denoted ICOV3(73, is equivalent to the covariance function of [X] in 
— • 
such a way that each column of [GOV3(F)] is mapped into [COV3(z,,/)]- This scheme 
can therefore be simplified to scheme 1 [PRAT78]; the only difference is that each 
sub-block of the image is first mapped into an N2x 1 vector and the resulting 
covariance matrix is of dimension N2 x N2. 
Note that the covariance function of a real image should be non-separable in nature. 
It is because the covariance of a real image is a function of image pixels x(u,v) and 
x(i，j)，fx(u,v;i,j). And usually, fx(u,v;ij) ^fx(u-i)fx(y -y) . 
In this thesis, the following notations will be adopted: 
[COVm(p)] : Covariance matrix of first-Order Markov Process with p 
[COVs(pv, pA)] : Covariance matrix of separable model. 
[COVn(pv, pA)] .: Covariance matrix of non-separable isotropic covariance model. 
[COV/(X)] : Covariance matrix estimated using scheme L 
[KLTm(p)] : KLT corresponding to [COVm(p)]. 
[KLTs(pv,pA)] : KLT corresponding to [COVs(pv, pA)]. 
[KLTn(pv，pJ : KLT corresponding to [COVn(pv, pA)]. 
[KLT/(X)] : KLT 
corresponding to 
Please note that, for notation simplicity we will drop the brackets and parameters 
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whenever there is no confusion. Therefore, COVm, COVs, COVn and COVi may 
also be used to denote [COVm(p)], [COVs(pv,ph)], [COVn(pv ,pj and [COVi(X)] 
respectively. Similar conventions are also applied to KLT's. 
2.5 KLT，S OF DIFFERENT RANDOM PROCESSES 
Using the models or estimation schemes described in the preceding sections, the 
covariance matrices in spatial domain can be formed. The covariance matrix in 
transformed domain is given by: 
[COV(C)] = £ { ( C - C ) (C-C) r } 
=[7] [COV(X)] m r ...(2.19) 
That is, the transformed covariance matrix is the two-dimensional transform of the 
spatial covariance matrix. One of the significance of the KLT is that it completely 
decorrelates the image vector, and the transformed covariance matrix, [COV(C)], is 
a diagonal matrix [AHMEr75J, The generation of KLT is therefore an eigenvalue 
problem, in which the KLT basis matrix is the eigenvectors of the spatial covariance 
matrix and the transformed variances are the eigenvalues. That is, 
[KLT] [COV(X)] \KLT\t = [COV(X)} =[A] 
where [KLT] is the KLT basis matrixconstructed from [COV(X)] 
and [A] is an diagonal matrix whose non-zero components are the eigenvalues of 
[COV(X)]. 
Knowing the spatial covariance matrix, we can find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
by iterative methods. Among the established methods, the Jacobi's method is very 
efficient for symmetric matrices. Since the covariance matrix of an image must be 
symmetric, i.e. 
COV(U) = COV(/，/) 
the Jacobi's method can be applied for the generation of KLT. Details of this method 
can be found in [CARNlw69] and will not be described here. By Jacobi's method， 
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a covariance matrix are obtained. The KLT basis 
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matrix is then formed by rearranging the eigenvectors in a way that the corresponding 
eigenvalues are in descending order, and that the first component of each basis vector 
is positive. ’ 
It is shown in Appendix section that if the covariance matrix is separable then the 
corresponding KLT is also separable, such that: 
[KLTs(pv,pJ = [KLTm(pv)] ® [KLTm(pJ 
Therefore, the search for an NzxNz eigenmatrix is reduced to finding two NxN 
eigenmatrices, and the saving in computation load is considerable. 
Fig. 2.4 shows the plots of the KLT's corresponding to different covariance matrices. 
If a basis vector is said to be symmetric when | t(i,j) |=| t{i,N 一《/ — 1) |，for 
i,j e [0,N-1], where t(i,j) is the (ij>th component of a KLT, then the basis vectors 
of KLT1 are not symmetric, whereas those of KLT2 and KLTm are symmetric. It 
is because COV2 and COVm are in Toeplitz form (see (2.5) and (2.15)), and Ray 
and Driver have shown that if a covariance matrix is in Toeplitz form, then the basis 
vectors of the KLT are symmetric [RAYd70]. 
In general, the shape of the zeroth basis vector of the KLT's is found to be concave 
with a peak at the middle, and the set of basis vectors has an ascending sequency. 
However, KLT1 does not have tliese properties; the peak may be shifted and the 
number of zero crossings may not be in ascending order. 
Empirical results show that the KLTm of 0 < p < 1 all have concave zeroth basis 
vector. If a KLT is used for signals having covariance matrices that the KLT is not 
optimised, then the performance of the KLT may decline to even worse than the 
DCT [CXAR83J. As the zeroth basis vectors of KLT1 and KLT2 of most images 
are very similar to that of the KLTm, it can be concluded that for maximum energy 
packing capability, a non-constant zeroth basis vector is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition. 
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‘ : : . 敌 “ … -’ ^ Vi ‘ ：： ••‘.••�y/S" 
f ^ e F ^ l ^ F t ^ b ^ 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : J 
~ r ^ T j rn rv O i ” 
t^ m j^；^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ••••口 •••^•.•^.•••^：^…!^  _I 1~I ！! I l_ 
Fig. 2.4a Basis Vectors of KLT1 of BABOON Fig. 2.4b 0-th Basis Vector of | 
KLT1 of BABOON 
p l ^ F ^ ^ l ^ P f e i P ' 
= ^ = ^ = ^ - ^ M ^ F h r F I — . 
^b^pp^^^dF^^ac、！?iJ^p^^jf^l^-^JZy^ . . ； 
Fig. 2.4c Basis Vectors of KLT2 of BABOON Fig. 2.4d 0-th Basis Vector of 
KLT2 of BABOON 
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|>一"》|» j 
IZni^ m^y” •………^/^……―•”… … • … j--1 I—> 
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Fig. 2.4e Basis Vectors of [KLTm(0.867)] Fig. 2.4f 0-th Basis Vector of 
[KLTm(0.867)] 
2.6 TRANSFORM COMPARISON BASED ON REAL TMAOKS 
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the KLT's corresponding to the 
covariance models and estimation schemes as described in sections 2.3 and 2.4. These 
KLT's are used to transform the six standard images and their performances are 
compared with that of the DCT. Comparison is based on the two criteria: the basis 
restriction mean-square-error (BRE) [JAIN81J and maximum reducible bit (MRB) 
[WANGh84]. 
Basis Restriction Mean-Square-Rrrnr 
Consider the one-dimensional transformation: 
C = [T]X 
where X is a zero-mean signal and [7] is an orthononnal transform. The basis 
restriction error is defined as the mean-square-error due to discarding the (N-n) 
smallest transformed coefficients: 
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B R E � = 1 - ^ . . . ( 2 . 2 0 ) 
S o?(/) 
1=0 
where N is the dimension of the transform 
n is the number of retained transformed coefficients 
and (5 (^/) is the transformed variance of c(0 
Maximum Reducible Bit 
The maximum reducible bit is defined closely with the rate distortion function 
[PEARap72]. It is a measure indicating the maximum number of bits that may be 
reduced from each transformed coefficient 
I N-l 
M R 6 = - 面 l o g 2 . . . ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
Clearly, the MRB is inversely proportional to the geometric mean (G.M) of the 
transformed variances. Wang and Goldberg [WANGg88] showed that the better the 
transform, the lower the G.M of the transformed variances and hence the higher the 
MRB. Tables 2.2 through 2.6 show some of the experimental results. We have 
listed the BRE values of LENNA and BABOON for discussion because they are the 
highest and weakest correlated among the six standard images. 
PICTURE n KLT1 KLT2 KLTm DCT — 
1 9.720 9.720 9.735 9.795 
LENNA 3 1.471 1.475 1.475 1.479 
5 0.362 0.364 0.364 0.364 
0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 
1 26.125 26.125 26203 26223 
BABOON 3 8.531 8.532 8.626 8.755 
5 2.783 2.784 2.814 2.836 
7 0.565 0.565 0.568 0.570 
Table 2.2 Percentage Basis Restriction Error for 1-D Order-8 KLT's and DCT 
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PICTURE n KLT1 KLT2 KLTm DCT 
1 19.008 19.012 19.066 19^87 
LENNA 5 1.870 1.881 1.881 1.884 
9 0.440 0.443 0.443 0.443 
13 0.104 0.105 0.105 0.105 
1 35^00 35^01 35.944 35.606 
BABOON 5 10.453 10.459 10.520 10.611 
9 3.483 3.488 3.506 3^21 
13 0.877 0.879 0.881 0.882 
Table 2.3 Percentage Basis Restriction Error for 1-D Order-16 KLT's and DCT 
PICTURE n KLT3 KLTs KLTn DCT — 
1 12.125 12.136 12.129 12.191 
LENNA 9 1.705 1.833 1.758 1.844 
18 0.734 0.788 0.765 0.790 
26 0.400 0.435 0.426 0.436 
1 38.915 39.729 39.532 38.936 
BABOON 9 18.757 19.165 19.079 19.375 
18 11.260 11.612 11.493 11.793 
26 6.941 1225 7.142 7325 
Table 2.4 Percentage Basis Restriction Error for 2-D Order-8 KLT's and DCT 
PICTURE KLT1 KLT2 KLTm DCT 
WOMAN 3.9171 3.8272 3.7997 3.7997 
STONES 3.3651 3.3018 32757 32736 
LENNA 3.4083 3.4072 3.4064 3.4026 
BABOON 2.4018 2.4017 2.3973 2.3934 
PEPPERS 3^031 3.4581 3.4459 3.4445 
SAILBOAT 3.4541 3.4457 3.4431 3.4411 
Table 2.5 Maximum Reducible Bit for 1-D Order-8 KLT's and DCT 
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PICTURE KLT3 KLTs KLTn DCT 
WOMAN 6.1093 5.9556 5.9595 5.9531 
STONES 5.6150 5^168 5^207 5.5110 
LHNNA 5.8721 5.8259 5.8434 5.8235 
BABOON 4.1069 4.0816 4.0880 4.0792 
PEPPERS 5.7884 5.7013 5.6978 5.6992 
SAILBOAT 5.6209 5.5640 5.5743 5^614 
Table 2.6 Maximum Reducible Bit for 2-D Order-8 KLT's and DCT 
Based on the six standard images, it is found that KLT1 has the least BRE, followed 
by KLT2, KLTm and DCT respectively. The performances of all the transforms are 
indeed very close. In terms of MRB, the order of superiority is KLT1, KLT2, KLTm 
and DCT. KLT2 is inferior to KLT1 because scheme 2 assumes that an image is 
stationary which is not the case for most images. It can therefore be concluded that 
COVI is the best among the 1-D covariance estimation schemes and mathematical 
model. On the other hand, the first-order Markov process is a good model to 
approximate the covariance matrix of an image as KLTm results in lower BRE and 
higher MRB than the DCT. 
In two-dimensional transforms, the KLT3 performs the best in both BRE and MRB 
senses. This reveals the fact, that scheme 3 can effectively exploit the correlation 
properties of an image in two directions, although it is expensive in terms of 
computational complexity. In most cases, KLTs successfully packs more energy into 
a limited number of coefficients than the DCT. This is in line with the findings in 
the one-dimensional c^sc, as the separable model is in fact the first-order Markov 
process in the vertical and horizontal directions. It is interesting to note that the 
DCT even packs more energy into the DC transformed coefficient than the KLTs 
and KLTn for BABOON. However, the DCT has a higher BRE than KLTs and 
KLTm as the number of retained coefficients increases. When comparing KLTn with 
KLTs, KLTn is always better than KLTs. This suggests that COVn is a realistic 
model than COVs for real images, because the covariance function of a real image 
should be non-separable in nature. The experimental results also show that BABOON 
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has a higher BRE and lower MRB than the other images, it is because BABOON is 
the weakest correlated (see Table 2.1). If we consider the efficiency of 1-D and 2-D 
transformations, it can be seen from Tables 2.5 and 2.6 that the MRB values of 1-D 
transform are always smaller than the corresponding 2-D transform values. This 
clearly shows the merit of 2-D transformation, as it decorrelates the image pixels in 
row and column directions. 
2.7 CONCLUDING RFMARKSf 
In this chapter, three covariance estimation schemes have been developed and three 
covariance stochastic models have been described. The main objective of this chapter 
is to show the effectiveness of the KLT's generated using these schemes and models. 
Each covariance estimation scheme interprets images as different random processes. 
While KLT1, KLT2 and KLT3 are optimum for the respective random processes 
concerned, KLTm, KLTn and KLTs are always inferior because they are only 
approximate models for real images. The experimental results reveal this fact, but 
they also show that KLTn and KLTs are good enough to perform better than the 
DCT in the absence of quantization and bit allocation scheme and when the image 
is biased to zero-mean. This scenario may be different, however, if KLTn and KLTs 
are applied in practical systems where an image is transformed without its mean being 
subtracted, and quantization and bit allocation scheme are employed For this reason, 
we shall further investigate in next chapter the effectiveness of KLTn and KLTs 
empirically. KLTm will not be applied because it is a one-dimensional transform, 
whilst a practical system performs two-dimensional transformation. The significance 
of the DC transformed coefficient has been pointed out in section 1.4. Obviously, 
all the KLT's considered in this chapter have better DC energy packing ability than 
the DCT. However, it is not necessarily true for images whose mean is not zero. 
Part of chapter 3 will therefore be devoted to the analysis of KLT and DCT DC 
energy packing ability for nonzero-mean Markov signals. 
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3 DC TRANSFORMED ENERGY PACKING ABILITY OF KLT AND 
DCT 
3.1 INTROPIirTTON 
In the previous chapter, we have investigated the performance of KLT,s of different 
random processes in the absence of quantization and bit allocation scheme. These 
KLT’s’ though perform better than the DCT, do not have fast computational 
algorithms. This is the major disadvantage of the KLT. In this chapter, we will 
show that even if this disadvantage is neglected, the KLT still suffers from lower 
DC transfonned energy packing ability than the DCT in a practical codec system. 
In practice, an image is often transformed without its mean being subtracted, and the 
transformed coefficients are coded adaptively. As the KLT is optimised to zero-mean 
signals, a nonzero mean may affect its energy packing ability. There are two reasons 
for concentrating on DC transformed energy instead of AC coefficient energies: 
1. DC transformed coefficients contain the most image detail, and a high DC energy 
content means the AC coefficients are less significant 
2. There is a close resemblance between the DCT and KLT AC basis vectors (see 
Fig. 1.2 and 1.3), their AC coefficients are very similar. The only significant 
discrepancy is that of their zeroth basis vectors, which contribute to the DC 
coefficient energy. 
This chapter deals with two objectives. In section 3.2, the DCT and KLT DC 
transformed energy of Markov signals are analysed The conditions for DCT DC 
transformed energy larger than that of the KLT are then derived In section 3.3, the 
results in section 3.2 are verified by applying the KLTn and KLTs to Chen and Smith 
coding scheme. 
3.2 ANALYSTS OF DC TRANSFORMED ENERGY IJSTNO MATHEMATTrAT. 
COVARIANCE MODELS 
3.2.1 FIRST-ORDER MARKOV V U n C V ^ 
Consider an order-A^ image vector X having an adjacent-element correlation 
coefficient p, mean value x and variance o2. If X is a first-order Markov signal, 
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then the normalized covariance matrix of x is given by: 
[CORm(p)] = - ( ^ ( ¾ ” 
‘ 1 p ... p 丨 “ 
p 1 … p 丨 " 
= : ...(3.1) 
丨 广 2 ! … 1 _ 
where is an iV x iV matrix whose components are l’s. 
If I is transformed to C using an orthonormal matrix [7] without the mean x being 
subtracted, i.e. 
C = [T]X 
then the transformed energy matrix is equal to: 
DENG(C)] =E{CCR} 
= c ^ m [CORm(p)] [71 r +?[7] [ y [T\T ...(3.2) 
N-l 
Since S t{ij) = 0 for / 关 0 when [7] is a DCT or KLTm, (3.2) becomes 
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X t(0’j) 
>=o 
[ENG(C)] = ^ 7 1 [COR(p)] [ 7 ] r + ? ° … 0 [T\T 
. 0 . . . 0 . 
> -1 V • 
E t(0,j) 0 ... 0 
V-o ) 
= ^ [ 7 1 [COR(p)] [ 7 ] r + ? ° ° - 0 …(3.3) 
. 0 0 ... CL 
Using (3.3), it is possible to establish a condition where the DC transformed 
coefficient energy of the DCT is larger than that of the KLTm. 
Let c^O) and c^Tn(0) be the DC transformed energy of DCT and KLTm 
respectively. The condition for ^ ( 0 ) > c^Tin(0) is given by the inequality: 
nmn 
m - j f i s p 丨 “ 丨 
m=0H=0 
7^1 V …(3.4) 
N — 
V«=o J 
Derivation of (3.4) can be found in Appendix section. This equation states that if 
； o f a first-order Markov signal is larger than the right hand side of (3.4), then the 
DCT DC transformed energy is larger than that of the KLTm. Using (3.4), the | -
for Cdct(0) = ¢ ^ ( 0 ) against various p is plotted in Fig. 3.1. 
3.2.2 SEPARABLE MODFJ. 
Let [X] be an " x " image matrix whose covariance function is a separable model 
with pv = pA = p, variance o2 and mean x9 and Y be the vector representation of [X] 
formed by stacking the rows of [X], The energy matrix of Y, denoted as [ENG(?)], 
can be derived from the correlation matrix of 7 , [CORs(pv, pA)] as follows: 
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[CORs(pv,pA)] = 1 ^ ( 5 ^ } 一 尸 [ y ) 
=> [HNG(?)] = E ^ Y 1 } = o2 ([CORm(pv)] ® [CORm(pJ) + ^ [1"J 
Since pv = pA = p, [CORm(pv)] = [CORm(pA)] = [CORm(p)] 
•••DENG(?)] = o2(CORm(p)] 0[CORm(p)]) + [ y …(3.5) 
— « — • _ 
where y is the mean of Y and is equal to x. 
If r is transformed to C using an orthonormal matrix [7], then the correlation matrix 
of C is^ [COR(C)] = £ { ( C - C ) ( C - C ) r } . We define the energy matrix of C be 
[ENG(C)] =E{CCR}. 
[HNG(C)] = [T]T 
= o 2 m (CORm(p)] ® C O R n ^ p D P f + y2[7] [T]T ...(3.6) 
The condition for ^ ( 0 ) > ^ , ( 0 ) is derived in Appendix section and is given by: 
V , fN-lN-l \2 
_ - 吉 z z p丨…丨 
N \n = 0n=0 J_ 
fN-\ V ...(3.7) 
V«=o J 
Using (3.7), the I for ^ ( 0 ) = c^r,(0) is plotted in Fig. 3.1 for various p. Again, 
when ^ of a separable Markov signal is larger than the right hand side of (3.7), the 
DCT must pack more energy into the DC transformed coefficient than the KLTs. 
3.2.3 NON-SEPARABLE ISOTROPIC MODFT, 
If the correlation matrix of the random process is not separable, then the KLT is also 
not separable. The transformed energy matrix is therefore similar to (3.3): 
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[ENG(C)] = ^ [ 7 1 [CORn(pv,pJ] [ T ] 7 ^ ^ S r ( l J ) [7 f 
j'O 
S t(N2- l，j) 
L y=0 _ 
= o2[71[CORn(pv,pJ][7]r 
(N�l Y f^-i � ‘ 
t(OJ) 2 t(OJ) S t { l j ) . . . 
� f^v 1 ,1 . � Y � ^ •、） … 脚 ） 2 r ( l , ; ) Z r(0,;) ... ... 
Note that [CORn(pv, pA)] is not a Toeplitz matrix, the KLT basis vectors are not 
necessarily symmetric [RAYd70] and 
(n�I Y ^ - i � 
2 tKLTnd^) z t^U^k) ^ 0 i j e [0,iV2-l] 
\k=o J 
where t ^ i i j ) is the (iJ)-± element of KLTn. 
For c^cr(0) > ^ , ( 0 ) , we have (please refer to Appendix section for derivation): 
V N - l N - l N - l ^ J - l /——, , 
S Z 2 S pV(u-.f+(v-yf 
m =0 v=0I soy = 0 
^ ~ 0 (V-1 12 ...(3.9) 
N - ： t^rMm) 
LM = 0 . 
(3.9) states the condition for ^ ( 0 ) ^ 0 ^ ( 0 ) for non-separable Markov signals. Fig. 
3.1 shows the for the condition of ^ ( 0 ) = ^ ( 0 ) against various p. 
3.2.4 RESULTS 
In the previous section, the condition for DCT DC transformed energy larger than 
or equal to that of the KLT is found to be related to mean-to-standard-deviation 
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ratio 111 (equ. 3.4, 3.7 and 3.9). Fig. 3.1 is a plot of I required for = 
against various correlation coefficients p. The order of the transform is 8. Using 
these graphs, the theoretical for ^ ( 0 ) = c ^ ( 0 ) of a Markov signal with various 
P can be obtained by interpolation. If the of a Markov signal is larger than the 
interpolated value, then the DCT DC transformed energy should be larger than that 
of the KLT. It is found that the ratio increases with increasing p. As the p of an 
image is within the region of 0.95 to 1 but should less than 1, the theoretical bound 
for ^CT(O) = c ^ ( 0 ) can be found by taking limit of (3.4), (3.7) and (3.9), and setting 
P to approach 1. In this case the zeroth basis vector of the KLT's is flat, i.e. it is 
equal to the zeroth basis vector of the DCT. 
For first-order Maiicov process, 
I nrnri 
7 / (^0)-^  I Zp1"1 
lim - = H m A / ~ f 卵 0 ” = 0 _ ^ = 1 
a P_>i \ l fN-i V 丄 
\ N- Z 
For separable model, 
入 2 ( 0 ) - 忐 I S p — 丨 
N
 —。死=0_ 
N1- 1 t^r^m) \n = 0 J 
For non-separable model, 
V N - l N - l N - l ^ J - l 厂 , , 
E X I I pv(“_斤+(v-斤 
K = 0 v ; 0 l = 0 ^ 0 = i 
, ( n 2 - 1 V 
N 一 S t^rMm) 
This shows that as p approaches 1, the condition for = is for the mean 
of a Markov signal equal to its standard deviation. In other words, if the mean of 
an image is larger than its standard deviation, the DCT will most likely pack more 
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energy into the DC transformed coefficient It is because the I of most images are 
much larger than 1 (see Table 3.1) and the covariance functions°of Markov processes 
are realistic for real images [JAIN89]. 
CONDITION FOR � 
11( = C2klt(0) V 
I :[ 1 
芝 0 I 1 « 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P 
• 1 -0 MARKOV PROCESS + SEPARABLE MODEL O NON-SEPARBLE MOOEL 
Fig. 3.1 Mean-to-Standard-Deviation Ratio for c^CT(0) = c^T(0) 
WOMAN STONES LENNA BABOON PEPPERS SAILBOAT 
刚 2.34663 2.06067 2.57847 3.05431 1.82982 1^0348 
Table 3.1 Mean-to-Standard-Deviation Ratio of Standard Images 
3.3 CHEN AND SMITH METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL R F S T 謂 
In an attempt to further investigate the effectiveness of the mathematical covariance 
models, the six standard images are assumed to be 2-D Markov signals and the 
respective KLTs and KLTn are generated and applied to Chen & Smith (C&S) method 
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[CHENs77]. The C&S method performs two-dimensional transformation on an 
image. Each sub-block of an image is assigned to one of four classes according to 
their variances. While the DC transformed coefficients are coded with an 8-bit 
uniform quantizer, the number of bits used to code the AC transformed coefficients 
of each class is assigned adaptively by rate distortion function [BERG71]. All the 
AC transformed coefficients are coded with variable-bit Laplacian quantizer. We 
refer to this scheme as original C&S method. 
In order to assess the effect of transforming a zero-mean image, a modified C&S 
method is also used. In this method, each pixel is subtracted by the mean of the 
whole image prior to forward transformation, and after bit allocation and quantization, 
the image is reconstructed by adding each inverse-transformed coefficients with the 
mean. Both the DC and AC coefficients are quantized with Laplacian quantizers. 
PICTURE DCT IETH 
WOMAN 7.84840E+5 7.84768E+5 7.84736E+5 
STONES 7.63780E+5 7.63427E+5 7.63279E+5 
LHNNA 4.05038E+6 4.04982E+6 4.04966E+6 
BABOON 423335E+6 4^0015E+6 4.19100E+6 
PEPPERS 3.93072E+6 3.93047E+6 3.93028E+6 
SAILBOAT 4.08895E+6 4.08845E-HS 4.08815E+6 
Table 3.2 DC Transformed Energy of Original Chen & Smith Method 
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Fig. 3.2 MSE of W O M A N Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.3 MSE of STONES Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.4 MSE of LENNA Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.5 MSE of BABOON Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.6 MSE of PEPPERS Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.7 MSE of SAILBOAT Using Original C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.8 MSE of WOMAN Using Modified C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.9 MSE of STONES Using Modified C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.10 MSE of LENNA Using Modified C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.11 MSE of BABOON Using Modified C&S Method 
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Fig. 3.13 MSE of SAILBOAT Using Modified C&S Method 
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The MSE for original and modified C&S methods against various bit rates for the 
six standard images are plotted in Fig. 3.2 to 3.13, the DC transformed energies for 
DCT, KLTs and KLTn are also tabulated in Table 3.2. In most cases, the MSE of 
the DCT is lower than that of the KLTn and KLTs in original C&S method, but it 
is inferior to the KLTn in modified C&S method. This finding is in line with the 
experimental results in chapter 2, which show that KLTn and KLTs perform better 
than the DCT for images of zero mean. Results in Fig. 3.2 to Fig. 3.13 also show 
that the KLTn always performs better than the KLTs. This reflects the fact that the 
covariance function of a real image is non-separable in nature and that COVn is a 
realistic model. 
As far as DC transfoimed energy is concerned, the DCT always packs more energy 
than KLTn and KLTs (please refer to Table 3.2). This supports the findings in the 
previous section, since the mean of all the standard images are larger than their 
standard deviation. As the KLTn and KLTs have lower DC transformed energies, 
their MSE performance in original C&S method is inferior to the DCT. 
3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main purpose of this chapter is to analyse the theoretical DCT and KLT DC 
transformed energies of Markov signals. Analytical and experimental results show 
thaL in order to improve the performance, the mean of an image should be subtracted 
prior to transformation using KLTs, which is contradictory to normal practice. It 
has been mentioned in chapter 1 that the main disadvantage of the KLT is the 
difficulties in implementation. However, even if these difficulties are solved, the 
KLTn and KLTs are still not suitable for practical use as their MSE performance is 
inferior to that of the DCT in original C&S method In addition, as the KLTn is 
non-separable the number of multiplications and additions required to compute the 
transformed coefficients is This computation load is reduced to 0(N3) if the 
transform is separable, such as DCT [JAIN89]. As a result, the KLT's of Markov 
processes are not used practically but they are mainly studied to obtain a theoretical 
bound on the MSE performance using other transforms [NETR180]. 
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Since the DCT is more suitable for practical use, we will examine some of the 
implementation problems of the DCT in next two chapters. Some of the research 
outcomes will show that a member of the order-8 ICT has a higher transform 
efficiency while offering implementation simplicity. 
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4 COMPATIBILITY OF THE DCT AND ICT 
4.1 INTRODirrTTON 
By virtue of its excellent performance and efficient fast computational algorithms 
[SHAN75], the DCT has widely been used in image transform coding systems. 
However, as the DCT transform basis components are real numbers, and precise 
representation of their magnitude requires the use of floating point form, the 
implementation is complicated Therefore, previous research efforts have been made 
to alleviate this implementation problem by using orthogonal integer transforms to 
approximate the DCT, such as the CMT and ICT [KWAKsr83] [CHAM89]. All the 
members of the ICT family except the order-8 2-bit ICT have transform efficiency 
higher than the CMT and close to that of the DCT. These ICT's are therefore regarded 
as desirable alternatives to the DCT for image transform coding systems that require 
very fast computation speed, or for systems that have difficulties in implementing 
high precision kernel components due to certain constraints. However, as the order-8 
DCT is recommended by the CCHT/ISO JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) 
as an industrial standard [JPEG90], most image transform system will use the order-8 
DCT as standard transform. This implies that in addition to transform performance 
and implementation simplicity, compatibility with the DCT is becoming another 
important feature. 
This chapter is to investigate the compatibility of the one- and two-dimensional DCT 
and ICT. The method for investigation is to consider 
1. the forward transform is a precise DCT and the inverse transform is an ICT or 
DCT implemented using w bits, and 
2. the forward transform is an ICT or DCT implemented using w bits, and the inverse 
transform is a precise DCT 
and then compute the MSE between the original and reconstructed signals. An w-bit 
ICT is said to be compatible with the DCT if it generates less MSE than the DCT 
rounded to w bits. 
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Please note that, the word 'precise' refers to a quantity that is represented in floating 
point form, thus its rounding error in representation, if any, is negligibly small. As 
all our simulations and computations are carried out on IBM compatibles, the 8087 
co-processor 80 bit floating point format with 64-bit precision was used. 
In the following section, the implementation of the DCT is considered Section 4.3 
will describe how the family of the ICT is formed and implemented. In section 4.4, 
the MSE due to using different forward and inverse transforms is investigated, and 
hence the compatibility of the DCT and ICT is evaluated 
The following notations will be used throughout this chapter: 
\TDCA = precise DCT basis matrix whose components are tDCr(i,j). 
= DCT basis matrix whose components are represented with w bits and 
denoted ^cr(/，y». 
KCTCW)] be the ICT(w) basis matrix whose components are tIcr(i,j\w). 
4>2 THE DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM (DCT\ 
The kernel components of an order-iV DCT are defined as follows: 
^ i = 0 y e [0,iV-l] 
W ( / J ) = U / T - (2j + l in) ...(4.1) 
丁 i j … [ O H ] ^ 0 
Except for the components of the 0-th and (N/2)-th basis vectors, which can be scaled 
to unity, the components of the DCT are real numbers. Two forms can be used to 
represent t ^ i j ) in implementation; floating point form and integer form, t ^ i j ) 
can be precisely represented using floating point form, however, it is not usually used 
in codec systems because of its complexity. If tDcr(iJ) is to be represented in integer 
form using w bits, we denote it The computer representation of ^ ( z , 
can be obtained by multiplying the components in real form by T and then storing 
the result as an integer variable through a rounding operation. From (4.1), the largest 
magnitude of ^crO',；) for W = 8 or 16 is less than 0.5, therefore the weight of the 
most significant bit (MSB) of tDcr(iJ;w) is -2. 
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4 3 THE FAMn.Y OF INTEGER COSTNE TRANSFORMS nrT) 
The family of ICT's is generated using the principle of dyadic symmetry [CHAMc86] 
to convert the DCT basis components into integers while preserving their signs and 
the approximate ratios between them. Consider the order-8 DCT kernel expressed 
in the form of a matrix of variables 
k(�)(g g 8 g g g g g)' 
k(l)(a b c d -d -c -b -a) 
k(2)(e f -/ -e -e -f f e) 
k(3)(b -d -a -c c a d -b) 
k(4)(S -8 'g 8 g 'g -g g) 
k(5)(c -a d b -b -d a -c) 
k(6)(f -e e -f -f e -e f ) 
M7)(d -c b -a a -b c -d). 
where a, b�c, d，e, f9 and g are real numbers. 
and k{i) are the normalization factors such that each basis vector is of unity 
magnitude. 
[CHAM89] showed that [ 7 ^ ] remains orthogonal as long as the following condition 
is satisfied. 
ab =ac +bd + cd ,,.(4.2) 
Transforms are called order-8 ICT's if they fulfil the conditions set in (4.2), (4.3) 
and (4.4). 
a>b>c>d ande > / ...(4.3) 
fl, by c，d, g , / a n d g are integers ...(4.4) 
(4.3) ensures that the basis vectors of the ICT resemble those of the DCT. (4.4) is 
introduced so that the ICT can be implemented using finite number of bits. The 
variable g can be set to any value without destroying the orthogonality of the ICT 
kernel. 
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(4.2) to (4.4) imply that infinite solutions can be obtained However, by restricting 
the variables below a pre-assigned value, a computer search can be employed to 
obtain finite sets of integers that fulfil these conditions. Each set of integers 
corresponds to an ICT. Let w be a positive integer. ICT(w) will denote the ICT 
that has the highest transform efficiency among all the ICT's whose kernel component 
magnitudes are less than 2W. Table 4.1 lists the set of ICT(w) and their transform 
efficiency. 
Transform 
ICT a b e d Efficiency 
ICT(8) 230 201 134 46 9022 
ICT(7) 120 105 70 24 90.22 
ICT(6) 55 48 32 11 9021 
ICT(5) 10 9 6 2 90.18 
ICT(4) 10 9 6 2 90.18 
IXH' 89.84 
ICT(3) 6 6 3 2 87.62 
ICT(2) 3 2 1 1 83^57 
e = 3 ; / = 1 
Table 4.1 Order-8 ICT(w) and Transform Efficiency For p = 0.9 
It should be noted that the kernel components of ICT(5) and ICT(4) are identical. 
It is because this transform kernel has the highest transform efficiencies among all 
the possible ICT's implemented using 5 and 4 bits. Of the ICT(w) listed, the ICT(4) 
is particularly promising because it can be implemented using only 4 bits but is still 
able to attain an excellent efficiency. 
An ICT contains two parts, the integer matrix [7] and the diagonal matrix [jq 
containing the normalization factors k{i), i.e. [r /c r] [7], where k(i) are to —• 
normalize each J(i) such that 
m m i = i / e [ o , i v - i ] ...(4.5) 
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Hardwired implementation of ICT can be achieved using two approaches. The first 
approach is to implement [7] on a chip and let the normalization factors k(i) 
implemented using other devices such as microprocessors. Let X be a signal vector —• —• —« 
and d(i)-J(i)X. Since J(i) are of different magnitudes, the maximum magnitudes 
and the bit length requirements of d(i) are different 
The second approach is to implement [J] and a scaling matrix [S] on a chip, i.e. 
[T1CA =K[S][J] ...(4.6) 
where [7/cr] is the normalized ICT transform 
[5] is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero components are the scaling factors 
K is the unified normalization factor. 
and [J] is the integer matrix of the ICT. 
— • 
(4.6) implies that each / ( / ) is multiplied by a scaling factor s(i). This scaling process 
can be implemented by hardware easily using shift registers and adders. The scaling 
factors s(i) ensure that the maximum magnitudes of d{i) and so the bit length 
requirements are the same. Of the two approaches, the second approach is preferable 
because it results a smaller rounding errors with only slight increase in complexity. 
In order to simplify the scaling process, it is advantageous to choose the variables 
of ¢ , / and g, such that s(i) are close to 1. This can be done without destroying the 
orthogonality of [J] by arbitrarily assigning the magnitude of g and by scaling the 
values of e a n d / a s long as their ratio is 3:1. For example, the following two sets 
of variables represent the same ICT(4) but with different implementation. 
Set a b c d e f g 
1 10 9 6 2 3 1 i 
2 10 9 6 2 9 3 8 
If we use the second set of variables to form an order-8 ICT, and set K = ^(0) = ^=, 
then the scaling factors are 
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,5(0) = 5(4)=1 
•y � = 5 ( 3 ) = 方 � = 乂 7 ) = 1.07628 
•y(2) = «s(6) = 1.19257 
The generation of order-16 ICT's follows the same procedures as that of the order-8 
ICT's. Here if the order-16 DCT matrix is replaced with variables a to p (for 
simplicity, the normalization factors are not shown), the conditions for orthogonality 
can be derived. 
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P ' 
g h i j k I m n -n -m -I -k -j -i -h -g 
^ b c d -d -c -b -a -a -b -c -d d c b a 
h k n -I -i g -m m j -g i I -n -k -h 
^ f -/ -e -e -f f e e f -f -e _e -f f e 
i n -j -h -m k g I -I -g -k m h j -n -i 
b -d -a -c c a d -b -b d a c -c -a _d b 
j -I -h n g m -i -k k i -m -g -n h I -j 
P -P -P P P -p -p P P -p -p p p -p -p p 
k -i -m g -n -h I j -j -I h n -g m i -k 
c -a d b -b -d a c c a -d -b b d -a c 
I -8 k m -h j n -i i -n -j h -m -k g -/ 
/ -g e -f -f e -e f f -e e -f -f e -e f 
m -j g -i I n -k h -h k -n -/ i -g j -m 
d -c b -a a -b c -d -d c -b a -a b -c d 
•n -m I -lc j i h -g g -h -i -j k -I m 
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gh +hk + in = j l + ik +jm +mn +gl . . . ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
gi + hn+kl+gm+ln=ij+hj+km ...(4.11) 
gj+jn+gk + lm=hl+hi + im+kn ...(4.12) 
ab =bd + cd+ac ...(4.13) 
Sets of order-16 ICT's can be obtained by replacing variables a to p with integers 
and satisfying (4.7) to (4.13). (4.8), (4.9) and (4.13) are conditions of the order-8 
case, therefore solutions of the order-8 ICT's can be used. With computer search, 
the solutions of the other variables can be found Again, p can be set at any value. 
The solutions of the ICT(w), w = 6 and 7, that have the highest transform performance 
are listed in Table 4.2. 
Transform 
ICT g h i j k I m n Efficiency 
D C T 8 2 . 7 5 
ICT(7) 120 114 103 94 68 57 34 14 80.76 
ICT(6) 42 38 37 32 22 19 10 4 80.14 
a = 55;b = AS;c = 32;d= 11; e = 3 ; / = 1. 
Table 4.2 Order-16 ICT(w) and Transform Efficiency For p = 0.9 
Using this algorithm, Huang et al. [HUANkt90] recently conducted an exhaustive 
computer search and obtained more solutions. The new sets of solutions are denoted 
MICT(HO. Table 4.3 lists the variables of the MICT(7) which has higher transform 
efficiency than the ICT(7) as shown in Table 4.2. In fact, MICT(w) can be viewed 
as new members of the ICT family. And since MICT(7) has a higher transform 
efficiency than ICT(7), therefore, in this thesis we will refer ICT(7) to as the ICT 
whose integer components are listed in Table 4.3. 
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Transform 
^PCT 8 h i j k I m n Efficiency 
MICT(7) 81 80 74 67 53 40 23 13 82.75 
a = 55; 6 = 48; c = 32; d= 11; e = 3 ; / = 1. 
Table 4.3 Variables and Transform Efficiency of Order-16 MICT(7) For p = 0.9 
4.4 ANALYSTS OF ERROR DTIE TO DIFFERENT FORWARD AND TNVFRW 
TRANSFORMS 
4.4.1 FIRST-ORDER MARKOV PROCESS 
Fig. 4.1 shows a one-dimensional transformation block diagram in which the forward 
and inverse transform basis matrices are different. 
‘ x c r r i 又， 
——一 [TJ [T2] -
FORWARD INVERSE 
TRANSFORM TRANSFORM 
Fig. 4.1 Block Diagram of a 1-D Transform system 
Let X be an order-N unit-variance zero-meanfirst-order Markov image vector, which 
is transformed into C using [rj. The image vector X' is reconstructed using [rj. 
In terms of [TJ and [TJ, X' is given by 
...(4.14) 
The MSE between the input and reconstructed signals is: 
= 1 - E ^ i T i T [ r j r [ r j 苟 ...(4.15) 
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Case 1: [7J = [T^] and [7J = [TIcr(w)] 
C-1N-IN -1 I 
S X I tjx^(rn9n)tIcr(mfp;w)x(n)x(p)\ 
=0n =0 p »0 J 
As = ^ ^ ^ 1 
2 i r^-iAr-i^-i ‘ 
/ . ^ = 2 - 2 - z I I t ^ m ^ t ^ m ^ w ) ^ - ^ …(4.16) 
LY LM = 0I»=0 P=0 • J � ‘ 
where p is the adjacent-element correlation coefficient of X. 
Case 2: [TJ = [ 7 ^ ] and [TJ = [ ^ ( w ) ] 
2^-liV-liV-l 1 N-lN-lN-l 
= 1-77 I 2 S I Z I 
IV m = 0H = 0p=0 /V I = 0 Y=0 ^ = 0 
N-lN-l 
2 I t^m jy^in, k^im, z ； w ) ^ ^ , i；w)pu~kl . • .(4.17) 
Case 3: [ r j = [TIcr(w)] and [TJ = [1^] 
1 fN-lN-lN-l “ 
= Z S S (訂如，“；…^伽’/?)…71� …(4.18) 
iV Lm = 0n=0p=0 J � ‘ 
Obviously, the error energies expressed in (4.16) and (4.18) are identical. 
Case 4: [7J = [ r » ] and [TJ = [ T ^ ] 
, 2^-1^1^1 , , 1 N-IN-IN-1N-1 
2 S S t ^ m ^ t ^ i r n . p ) ^ 2 Z I S 
iv «=o*=op=o jy j-o y=o ^=om=o 
iV-l 
s I d c M ’ y » W ( " , ^ ) t D c r ( r n , i ) t D c r ( n , . . . ( 4 . 1 9 ) 
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The MSE for the four cases considered can be computed using (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) 
and (4.19). Fig. 4.3 to 4.8 show the MSE for precise DCT as the forward transform, 
and ICT(w) or DCT(w) as the inverse transform, where DCT(w) is a DCT whose 
components are rounded to w bits. 
4.4.2 SEPARABLE MODFJ. 
[X] j n tc] ： n [x’] 
~ " " � ] _ ] ^ Fd [C] rr2] ~ • 
FORWARD INVERSE 
TRANSFORM TRANSFORM 
Fig. 4.2 Block Diagram of a 2-D Transform System 
Let [X] be a unit-variance image whose covariance function is a separable model 
with pc = pA = p. The reconstructed image matrix is given by: 
= [T^ [T^ \Xi [Tf [T^ ...(4.20) 
If PYI * [TJ, then the mean-squarc-error \X] and [X] is: 
El = E{tr((\X] - [XI) ([X] - P H f ) } 
=l~2E{trm \X]T)} +E{trm \XY)} …(4.21) 
where tr(-) is the sum of the diagonal components of (.) 
Consider the second term of (4.21): 
E{tr(\Xl [X]7)} =E{tr([TiT[T^ {XI [TJ^TJ [X]7)} 
(N-1N-IN-1N-1N-1 
= 2E\ S S I I S himJMm^) 
Lis0^s0it=:0ps0/n = 0 
" ^ ^ ( / • ， / ^ ( / ⑷ 广 - ' 1 … ” 1 } … ⑷ 2 2 ) 
y=o J 
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Case 1: [!TJ = [Too] and [7J = [TIcr(w)] 
2 N-lN-lN-lN-lN^lN-l 
丑《 =2--^1 2 2 S S 2 tIcr(m9i;w) 
iV t=0 q^O n bQ paOnfO ysO 
W 爪 , 咖 c r ( / > ; w ) W , ( 7 ; > v ) p | r t - 丨 ” 丨 …(4.23) 
Case 2: [TJ = [ 7 ^ ] and [TJ = [T^iw)] 
The third term of (4.21) can be computed as follows: 
五 伙 ( m \XY)}-EitrdT^iwriQ [TDCr(w)] [TDcr(w)]T[C]T[TDCr(w)])} 
五 {rr (PH \XY)} =E{tr([A] \X] [A]T[A] [X]T[A]T)} 
\N-IN-IN-IN-1N-1 
= ^ S Z S S I 




= - ^ 1 Z S I z 
N i-0 q-0p=0n = 0m = 0 
i： a i i ^ a U ^ a i j ^ a i i . q ) ^ ' ^ - ^ ...(4.24) 
>=o 
where [A] = [TZXT(w)]r[rDcr]. The MSE is: 
w^ W p^丨”"•丨丨+占巧1 
N i = 0q=0 
N-IN-IN-1N-1 
2 E S Z a(i fm)aO\n)aU fp)a(i9q)p^+ln^ ...(4.25) 
p=0n=0m=0jsO v y 
Case 3: [7J = [TIcr(w)] and [7J = [T^] 
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_ 2汉一i汉-i况一i汉一i汉一 
= 2 Z I S S tocrM 
/V Q^O NAO PAOITFO J"0 
� c r ^ ^ w V w C / ^ D c r C / ^ p 1 1 1 — ” ” " ...(4.26) 
If we interchange the dummy variables i with j, n with q of (4.23), then it is found 
that error energy of (4.26) is the same as that of (4.23). 
Case 4: [TJ = [TDCR(W)] and [TJ = [ 7 ^ ] 
2 2 N-lN-lN-lN-lN-lN-l £«=1~T7i 2 2 I E S .1 TOCJIMJKM^WKJ，P) 
ly i=0^=0i» = 0p = 0m = 0 y = 0 
. . , • 1 N-1N-IN-1N-1 
W 夢 丨 ” 丨 + 忐 2 I I X 
N-lN-1 
s S b ( i f m ) b U 9 n ) b O \ p M i 9 q ) p l n - ^ - ^ ...(4.27) 
where b(iyj) are the components of [5] 
Fig. 4.3 to 4.8 show the MSE for the precise DCT as the forwaid transform and 
ICT(w) or DCT(w) as the inverse transfomi against various p ranging from 0.8 to 
0.95. 
4.4.3 NON-SEPARABLE ISOTROPIC MODFL 
Since the DCT and ICT's are separable transforms, the analysis in the previous section 
can still be applied to non-separable isotropic signals. The difference is that for a 
non-separable isotropic covariance function with pv = pA = p, 
COVn(pvpA) = anp)^ 
= P M …(4.28) 
where d = - z ) 2 + ( v - y ) 2 is the Euclidean distance. 
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Case 1: [ r j = [TOAI and [ r j = [TICT(w)] 
2汉一i汉一i汉一i汉一i汉一i况一i 
… ( 4 2 9 ) 
Case 2: [rj = [ 7 ^ ] and [TJ = [TDCR(W)] 
丑 � = 1 - 7 . 2 2 S S 2 Z tDcr(my^)bcr(rnyn)tDcr(j\p;w) 
E 1 2 X 2 E aiUm) N i=0^=0p=0n=0m=0y=0 
以 ( / > ) 以 ( A P M / J ) ^ — ^ ^ - ^ ...(4.30) 
Case 3: [ r j = [ 7 ^ ] and [7J = [r/cr(w)] 
The mean-squarc-error is the same as that when [7J = [T^] and [TJ = [TICT(w)] 
Case 4: [TJ = [ T ^ w ) ] and [7J = [ T ^ 
2 2 N-IN-IN-1N-1N-IN-1 
t D C r o • ， P M ' ^ p ^ ^ K & m 1 
N /=0^=op=o 
N-1N-1N — 1 I , r r, 
S S I 叩’；^(/，咖(/，/7)叩⑷p1 如 ？ . . . ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
These equations enable us to compute the MSE due to using precise DCT, and ICT(w) 
or DCT (w) as the forward and inverse transforms. Fig. 4.3 to 4.8 plot the results 
for precise DCT as the forward and ICT(w) or DCT(w) as the inverse transform. 
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4 ^ RESULTS 
In previous sections, we used different Markov processes and derived equations to 
compute the MSE due to different forward and inverse transforms. Using these 
equations, numerical values can be computed for various correlation coefficients. As 
an image is usually highly correlated, we confine our attention to correlation 
coefficients within 0.8 and 0.95. Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.8 show the MSE for precise DCT 
as the forward transform and ICT(w) or DCT(w) as the inverse transform. 
Simulation results show that, when the forward transform is DCT(w) or ICT(w) and 
the inverse transform is a precise DCT, the MSE incurred is essentially the same as 
that indicated in Fig. 4.3 to 4.8. 
, FIRST-ORDER MARKOV PROCESS 
^ ― P _ _ 
乏么彳 1 
O -3.3 [ " j 
• 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P 
• DCT(5) + DCT(4) X DCT(3) A ICT(4) • ICT(3) • ICT(2) 
Fig. 4.3 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(>v) or DCT(w) for iV = 8 
lst-Order Markov Process 
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FIRST-ORDER MARKOV PROCESS 
I 
r : 
i ‘ — I — I — I — I — I I * • • 奮 • 1 1 1 • I 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.94 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P 
• DCT(5) + D C T ( 4 ) X DCT(3) A ICT(7) O ICT(6) 
Fig. 4.4 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(w) or DCT(w) for iV = 16 
lst-Order Markov Process 
. SEPARABLE MODEL 
！: 
I - ^ 4 1 
O -3[ ‘ ^ “ � 
I : . : ^ ^ ^ ： 8 
‘ > 1 1 1 1 1 1 I • I • 量 • • » . I 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.9S 一 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P 
• DCT(5) + DCT(4) X DCT(3)厶 ICT(4) • ICT(3) • ICT(2) 
Fig. 4.5 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(w) or DCT(w) for N = 8 2-D 
Separable Model 
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SEPARABLE MODEL 
I ^ ^ 
• — « — I — I — I — I • 言 書 書 番 • • I 書 省 • I 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P 
• DCT(5) +DCT(4) X DCT(3) A ICT(7) O ICT(6) 
Fig. 4.6 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(w) or DCT(w) for N = 16 2-D 
Separable Model 
, C NON-SEPARABLE MODEL 
-1 *B I 一 I 
5 ' 1 ' 8 [ ^ ^ ^ � ^ ^ ^ 
_ 
S 么6 T 1 
R: 
• — ‘ — I — “ — « — I — I — I — I I I 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
ADJACENT-ELEMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENT p 
• DCT(5) 4 - D C T � X DCT(3) A I C T � • ICT(3) • ICT(2) 
Fig. 4.7 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(w) or DCT(w) for iV = 8 2-D 
Non-Separable Model 
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N O N - S E P A R A B L E M O D E L 
I 
I ^ ^ . 
i—I—I—I—I—I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
A D J A C E N T - E L E M E N T C O R R E L A T I O N C O E F F I C I E N T P 
• DCT(5) +DCT(4) X DCT(3) A ICT(7) • ICT(6) 
Fig. 4.8 MSE With Inverse Transform Equal to ICT(w) or DCT(w) for N = 16 2-D 
Non-Separable Model 
Results in Fig. 4.3 to 4.8 show that the MSE due to using order-8 DCT(w) is less 
dependent on p than the ICT's. For one- and two-dimensional transforms, order-8 
ICT(w) generate less error than DCT(vv) for 2<vv<4. It is interesting to note that 
these ICT's even perform better than the DCT(w+l) for higher correlation coefficients 
and " = 8. This is more representative because for real images the correlation 
coefficient is close to 0.95. Obviously, a transform compatible with the DCT should 
minimize the MSE when it is used to inversely transform a precise DCT-transformed 
signaL In addition, the MSE should also be minimised when the transform is used 
as the forward and the precise DCT as the inverse transform. Therefore, an vv-bit 
ICT is said to be compatible with the precise DCT when it generates less MSE than 
w-bit DCT. With this criterion, the order-8 ICT(w), for 2<w<4, are compatible with 
the DCT. However, none of the order-16 ICT is found to have such compatibility 
property. 
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4.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main purpose of this chapter is to evaluate which members of the ICT family 
are compatible with the DCT. It is found that the order-8 ICT(4), ICT(3) and ICT(2) 
are functionally compatible with the DCT, which are regarded as competent 
alternatives and better ways to implement the DCT when easy implementation is a 
serious consideration. Among these ICT's, the ICT(4) is particularly attractive. It 
is because it has a transform efficiency even higher than that of the DCT (see Table 
4.1), but requires only 4 bits for implementation. The major factor that determines 
the implementation complexity is the number of bits required for representing the 
integer kernel components w. The findings of this chapter also reveal that easy 
implementation and excellent performance can co-exist, and that the search for 
transforms of simple structure and high efficiency is potentially important Part of 
the results in this chapter was published in the proceedings of TENCON 90 
[CHAMw90]. 
The approach adopted in this chapter is to compute the MSE due to different forward 
and inverse transforms. This approach can easily be extended to estimate the error 
of a transform system in which the forward and inverse transforms are the same but 
their transform basis components are not precisely represented. In the following 
chapter, we will deal with the error due to finite length representation of the 
transformed coefficients. 
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5 ERROR BEHAVIOUR OF THE DCT AND THE ICT 
5.1 INTRODIirTTON 
In hardware implementation of an image transform coding system, the transform basis 
components and the coefficients are usually stored using integer form in fixed-length 
registers for being processed or subsequent retrieval. The weight of the most 
significant bit (MSB) is assigned in such a way to accommodate the maximum 
possible magnitude of the coefficient. For example, the intensity of a pixel ranging 
from 0 to 255 should have a maximum weight of 7 (27 = 128), since the value of the 
MSB plus that of the other bits equals 255. 
If the transform basis components are real numbers, as for the case of DCT, then all 
the transformed coefficients will also be real numbers. In integer form, a real number 
requires a long bit length for precise representation. It is hard to be achieved in 
reality. Rounding error will therefore be introduced and propagated in various stages 
of the transform process. On the other hand, a transform kernel whose components 
are integers has the advantage of being immune from rounding error provided that 
the internal register is sufficiently long. 
This chapter is to analyse the error behaviour due to finite length representation of 
the transformed coefficients in one- and two-dimensional DCT and ICT transform 
systems. In the following section, the problems that have to be tackled are identified. 
The rounding and residual errors are then estimated in a statistical approach. The 
results obtained are then applied to DCT and ICT systems for estimation of rounding 
error energies. 
5.2 PROBLEM IDENTTFICATION 
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the errors in a one-dimensional transform system in which the 
transform basis components are assumed to be precisely represented Therefore, the 
only error is that due to the rounding operations on the transformed coefficients. If 
the transformed coefficients c(i) are not represented precisely, a rounding error is 
introduced. This error will subsequently be propagated to the next stage through 
linear transformation and mixed with the rounding error at x'(i). 
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E R R O R • ？ \ 
ROUNDING C J - T 0 T A L 
E R R O R ROUNDING / E R R 0 R “ 7 
C E R R O R 
X — — — • ~ — [T]T 
PRECISELY R E P R E S E N T E D 
Fig. 5.1 Propagation of Error in a 1-D Transformation System 
To estimate the error energy due to finite length representation of transformed 
coefficients, it is therefore necessary to: 
1. estimate the error energy due to rounding operation on a coefficient, 
2. estimate the distribution of the error propagated through linear transformation, and 
3. segregate two mixed errors and estimate the total error energy at the final stage. 
5.2.1 ERROR DLSTRIBIJTTON AND ENERGY DIJE TO ROUNDING 
OPERATION 
Let x be the coefficient to be rounded, 
ex be the rounding error, and 
LX be the bit weight at which rounding takes place. 
2U P(Ox) 
M S B LSB J 2-LX 
I 1 ! 1 1 … I 丨 ‘ I 丨 卜 • I 丨 � • ‘ 、 ^ — ‘ 
INTEGER REPRESENTATION PORTION DISCARDED 
- 0 . 5 X 2 ^ 0 . 5 X 2 ^ ° X 
Fig. 5.2 Binary Representation of x Fig. 5.3 Probability Density 
Function of ex 
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As shown in Fig. 5.2, x can be divided into two portions; one is the portion to be 
retained and the other is the part to be discarded. It is evident that the rounding 
error ex lies between 土 A s x is usually much larger than exf ex is assumed to 
be uniformly distributed within the error limits as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
The rounding error energy is given by: 
忐 2似 ...(5.1) 
That is, given the maximum magnitude of x and the bit length to represent xf LK can 
be determined and rounding error energy can be estimated using (5.1). 
5丄2 ERROR DISTRIBUTION AND ENERGY DUE TO T JNFAR 
TRANSFORMATION 
Let X be a signal vector and its rounding error is 7X. As each element of has the 
same distribution and variance, we shall denote ex(i) by simply ex. Refer to Fig. 5.4, 
is subject to a linear transformation, then propagated to and resided in Y. We 
denote this error vector 
= ...(5.2) 
— 
where T(i) is the /-th basis vector of the orthogonal matrix [T]. 
^ 3 ^ = = = ¾ ^
 p
( 广 ） 
e x e y x T 
x H [丁] 1 ^ y H % 
Fig. 5.4 Error Propagation Through Linear Fig. 5.5 PDF of e ^ 
Transformation 
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Since ex are independent random variables, by Central Limit Theorem, the density 
function of e ^ i ) approaches a Gaussian distribution. 
P (eM)) = ~ e x p f 一 f k ^ 
^ \ 2(^(/)J 
where o2^) is the variance of e ^ i ) . 
Guglielmo [GUGL86] assumed that e^i), i e [ 0 , ^ - 1 ] , have the same distribution 
and variance. We have carried out a computer simulation to examine the actual error 
distribution and variance of ex(i) and e^i), results showed that his assumption is 
justified (see Fig. 5.6 and 5.7). Therefore, the propagated error e ^ i i ) and its variance 
^ ( 0 will be denoted simply as e对 and o2 respectively. That is, 
� . . . ( 5 . 3 ) 
If [7] is orthonormal it preserves the total energy and therefore o2 of (5.3) is equal 
to the variance of 7X. 
If [7] is orthogonal but not orthonormal, then E^T’ the energy of e ^ , is not equal 
to El, the energy of ex, and the factor of amplification is dependent on [7]. 
A computer simulation to examine the actual error distributions and variances of ex 
and e ^ has been carried out using order-16 one-dimensional DCT. The results are 
shown in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7. It can be seen that the error distribution and energy are 
similar to what was assumed. The image used is BABOON whose pixels vary 
between 127 and -128. The transformed coefficients x(i) are rounded to 10 bits. 
Since the maximum possible value of x(i) is 512, the MSB weight equals 8 and x(i) 
are rounded at bit 2'1. The estimated rounding error energy is therefore equal to 
1-f-12 x2"2 = 0.0208. Fig. 5.6a shows the distribution of the rounding error of ex. 
When this error is inversely transformed, the distribution is approximately a Gaussian 
density as shown in Fig. 5.7a. It is interesting to note that from Fig. 5.6a, ex(0) and 
are either 0 or ±0.25. It is because the component magnitude of the 0-th and 
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8-th basis vector of an order-16 DCT is equal to 0.25，and the transformed coefficients 
are either integers or have a fraction of 0.25. The distributions shown in Fig. 5.7a 
also indicate that even ^(0) and ex(S) are biased and not random variables, the 
distributions of e ^ are still Gaussian. 
It should be noted that the variances of e ^ i ) are roughly identical (see Fig. 5.7b) 
even though they are transformed variances of ex{i). It is because ex(i) are 
uncomelated and orthonormal transformation does not result in unevenly distributed 
variances (please refer to section 1.2). 
• I I H H H I A J M M A : mmmm TJCCEOCAJ 
Fig. 5.6a Distribution of Rounding Fig. 5.7a Distribution of Propagated 
Error ex EiTor e询 
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0 2 I 3 I丨丨 0 丨 1 丨 2 丨 3 
0.0311 0.0207 0.0210 0.0281 0.0221 ~ 0 2 2 5 0.022T" 0.0219 
4 5 6 — 7 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 
0.0209 0.0207 0.0209 0.0290 " 0.0220 0.0237 0 , 0 2 ~ 0.0220 一 
8 9 10 I 11 I I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 
0.0311 0.0205 0.020T" 0.0208 “ 0.0222 0.0238 0.0221~" 0.0218 一 
12 一 13 14 I 15 1 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 
0.0209 0.0211 0.0207 0.0208 0.0220 0.0220 0 . 0 2 1 ~ 0.0226 料 
Fig. 5.6b Variance of Rounding Error ex Fig. 5.7b Variance of Propagated 
Error eyxT 
5.2.3 ESTIMATION OF RESTDTIAL ERROR FNFROY 
As ~ex is propagated to 7, as shown in Fig. 5.4, it mixes with the rounding error of —• 
广 which is uniformly distributed The total expected error energy at Y is therefore 
the energy of area 1 and area 2 as shown in Fig. 5.8. The energy of area 1 is termed 
residual error, which is equal to E ^ minus the energy within 士 a of the Gaussian 
distribution. 
E2,E2对-2�e;P(eyx)d(eyx) •/0 
� 2 F々知{每 ( 。 “调 
(5.4) cannot be evaluated in explicit form but finite integral can be obtained by 
numerical methods. 
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P ( e y ) DUE TO ROUNDING 




Fig. 5.8 Distribution of Residual and Rounding Error 
T + ( E Y F … � < R J 
••• = o2 一 2 秦 J : VTo2 • exp(-z)dz 
where Zl = = = 
2a2 2A£^  ^ 
A i s the factor of energy amplification due to linear transformation, for 
orthonormal transformation A = 1. 
and LX and LY are the weights at which x and j are rounded respectively. 
Since 
exp(-x)= £ ( - 1 ) 1 ^ 
i=o i ! 
^ = ( ^ - 0 2 p V T £ ( - l f i - z ^ z 
\7C o^ ml 
1 — i 2 …(5.5) 
VTC刑=0 m\m+ll A J 
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With (5.5), it is possible to estimate the residual error energy for a Gaussian density 
overlapping with a uniform density. Table 5.1 lists the numerical solutions in terms 
of El for A = 1, and various bit lengths. 
卜 j 路 1 
卜 垂 3 0.997338 x E\ 
LX-2 0.979582 x El j 
\ L X - l 0.861385 x E l j 
LK 0.391625 x E � 
\ LX+l 0.007383 x El 
I ^LX + 2 0 
Table 5.1 E^ of Orthonormal Transforms for Various Bit Lengths 
Results in Table 5.1 indicate that if the LSB weight of the coefficients at one stage 
is larger than that of the preceding stage by 2 or more, then there will be no residual 
error. This means the rounding error at that stage is large enough to completely 
cover the maximum magnitude of the propagated error. 
5 3 ERROR ENERGY IN THE ONE-DIMENSTONAL ORDFR-X DCT SYSTEM 
The results obtained in section 5.2 will be used to derive the error energy due to 
finite length representation of the coefficients in a transform system. The procedures 
for estimating the total error energy are as follows: 
1. Determine the maximum magnitude of the coefficients at each stage. 
2. With the maximum magnitudes determined, assign the MSB weight of each 
stage. 
3. Assume that each coefficient is represented with the same bit length, LSB 
weights are assigned. 
4. Estimate the rounding error and propagated error at each stage, thereby the 
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residual error energy and total error energy at one stage are estimated Repeat 
the same procedure for the next stage until the final stage is reached. 
5. Estimate the total error energy at the final stage with various bit lengths. 
Fig. 5.9 shows the notation and error distribution of a 1-D order-8 DCT transformation 
system. The input pixel intensity is assumed to vary within 127 and -128. 
The maximum magnitude of the transformed coefficients c(i) is given by: 
y=o 
It is evident that | ¢( / )1^ occurs when / = 0, which is not larger than 363, and the 
maximum magnitude of x\i) is of course equal to 128. Therefore, the MSB weights 
of c(0 and x\i) are 8 and 6 respectively. If the LSB weights of c{i) and x\i) are 
denoted as LC and LX respectively, then clearly LC and LX are a function of the bit 
length L andLX =LC-2. 
A rounding operation on C will introduce a uniformly-distributed error vector "e^. 
This vector will propagate to X' through inverse transformation and produce an error 
vector h 7„t is the total error attributable to 7^ that resides in Xf before it is 
rounded. The rounding error of X' is denoted as whose energy is E^. The total 
error energy of a one-dimensional DCT system is equal to plus E l , the residual 
error at X' due to As x\i) are integers, there will be no rounding error ifLX <0. 
That is, 
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e c — e x 
exx / 
x — ^ m I — — • n 丁 
MSB = 2 8 2 6 
-128<x<127 
一 - LSB = 2 L C 2 1 ^ 
P(e«r) 
^ ^ / \ \ \ 个） 
P(ec) 乂 j X ^ v 
P<«n) / \ 
J _ i _ L e c ； 乂 \ 丨 l r e x 
^exx 
Fig. 5.9 Error Propagation and Distribution in a 1-D Order-8 DCT System 
‘ 0 LX<0 
E{J2'27IJC 辽 >0 … ( 5 . 6 ) 
As [7] is orthonormal, and L X = L C - 2 , the residual error can be computed using 
(5.5) or looked up from Table 5.1, which is equal to 97.96% of E ^ The total error 
energy at x\i) is: 
E i \ El UC^O 
x"[El+El LK>Q . . . ( 5 . 7 ) 
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where 
E l = 0.97958 x 域 = 1 . 3 0 6 1 x 2 2 ^ 
^ + ^ = 1 . 3 8 9 4 x 2 ^ ...(5.8) 
Using (5.8), the estimated energies of 1-D order-8 DCT system for various bit lengths 
are plotted in Fig. 5.13. It is interesting to note that since the maximum magnitude 
of the transformed coefficient c(i) for one-dimensional order-16 DCT is equal to 512. 
The MSB weigh is therefore equal to 8 which is the same as the order-8 system. 
Therefore, the error energy of the order-8 and order-16 one-dimensional DCT are 
identical. 
S.4 E R R O R ENERGY IN T H E ONK-DTMENSTONAL ORDFR-X T C T � 
SYSTEM 
In a one-dimensional order-8 ICT(4) system as shown in Fig. 5.10, the input vector • • » 
x i s transformed into F using integer matrix [J] and scaling matrix [S]. The latter 
is to unify the normalization factors as mentioned in chapter 4. The unified 
normalization for order-8 ICT(4) is set to K = 1/V512 (see section 4.3). Vector G 
is obtained by multiplying F with A：2. The image vector can be reconstructed by 
reversing the process, that is, inverse transforming G using [J]T and [S]. 
The maximum magnitude of /( /) equals 8 x 8 x 1 2 8 = 8192 and that of g(i) is 16. 
The MSB weights of /(/)’ g(i) and x\i) are therefore 12, 3 and 6 respectively. Let 
the LSB weights of /(/), g(i) and x\i) be LF, LG and IX respectively. Since /(/) 
are integers, they are immune from rounding error if LF <0, otherwise effi the 
rounding error would vary between Suppose /( / ) and g(i) are represented 
using the same bit length. It can be shown that the existence of eff has no significance, 
since when eff propagates to g(i) it will be completely masked by egg，the rounding 
error of g(i). 
The maximum error magnitude of propagated to g(i) is efgT(i) 
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Fig. 5.10 Error Propagation and Distribution of a 1-D Order-8 ICT(4) System 
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The total error at g(i) is therefore equal to the rounding error of g(i)，that is, eg = egg. 
As eg propagates to X\ it approaches a Gaussian density which overlaps with the 
rounding CTroTofX'. Since [J]T is orthogonal but not orthonormal, the error energy 
propagated to X' is not equal to E]. Therefore the amplification factor A must be 
obtained before the residual error energy is estimated. 
= E(^g[S][J]T[Ji[S]7g} 
= 5 l 2 ' E g …(5.9) 
The amplification factor A is equal to 512 for ICT(4) as shown in (5.9) and because 
LX=LG + 3t the residual error energy can be estimated in terms of E�by using 
(5.5). Similar to the case of DCT, the total error energy for ICT(4) is: 
x [El + El LX>0 …(5.10) 
where 
E2xg = 0.94536 x 512 x ^ 2 = 0.6302 x 2 2^ (from (5.5)) 
£ > ^ + < = 0 .7136x2^ ...(5.11) 
Compare (5.11) with (5.8), it is found that the error energy of 1-D order-8 ICT(4) 
system due to rounding operations on the transformed coefficients is only about half 
of that of the DCT for the same bit length. Error energies estimated using (5.11) 
for various bit lengths are plotted in Fig. 5.13. 
ERROR ENERGY IN THE TWO-PTMENSTONAL ORDKR-8 DCT SYCTFM 
Consider a two-dimensional order-8 DCT system as shown in Fig. 5.11. The 
equations for the coefficients at each stage of a two-dimensional transformation 
system are given by: 
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=>\XY^[T]T[H] … ( 5 . � 
In order to simplify the error analysis, (5.12) and (5.13) are used because they 
resemble the one-dimensional forward and inverse transformation respectively. The 
maximum magnitude and the assignment of weights of d(ij), c(ij), g(ij) and x\ij) 
are summarized in Table 5.2. 
A rounding operation on d{i,j) produces an error eM whose energy is £ ^ = ^ 2 2 ^ . 
From Table 5.1, 0.738% of this energy will reside at [C] (since LC = LD + 1 as given 
in Table 5.2). The total error energy at c(iyj) is: 
= 0 . 0 0 7 3 8 3 ) ^ ^ 4 + 1 2 2 ^ 
12 
= 0 . 0 8 5 1 8 x 2 ^ 
At h(i，j)，the total error energy is equal to the residual error energy El plus the 
rounding error energy 拉 . F r o m Table 5.1, E l = 0.8614 x£c2. Therefore, the total 
error energy at h(i9j) is: 
E 卜 E K 
=0.8614 x 0.08518 x 2 2 ^ 
12 
=0.3768 x 2 2 ^ 
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Fig. 5.11 EiTor Propagation of a 2-D Order-8 DCT System 
ddJ) c(ij) h(ij) x \ i j ) 
Max. 363 1024 363 128 
MSB 28 29 28 26 
LSB 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 
Table 5.2 Maximum Magnitudes and Weights of 2-D Order-8 DCT Coefficients 
The final error energy, in terms of LX, is deduced as follows: 
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E 2 j ^ m o 
= 0 . 0 8 3 3 x 2 ^ 
E^ = 0.9796 x El = 5.9058 x 2 2 ^ 
. £ 2 = 15 .9058x2^ UC^O 
•• ' 一 15 .9891x2^ LX>0 ...(5.14) 
The estimated error energies in a 2-D order-8 DCT system for various bit length are 
given in Fig. 5.14. 
5 6 ERROR ENERGY IN THF TWO-DTMENSTONAL ORDFR.S lCT(d) 
SYSTEM 
Fig. 5.12 shows the error propagation in a two-dimensional system using ICT(4). 




[G]T = K\F]T 
m=[JiT[S][G] 
Table 5.3 gives the maximum magnitudes and defines the LSB weights of d(iJ)yJ[ij), 
g(ij), Kij) and x\ij). 
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fUJ) g(hj) h(ij) xXiJ) 
Max. 8192 524288 2 16 128 
MSB 212 218 2° 23 
LSB 2 ^ 2^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 " 
Table 5.3 Maximum Magnitude and Weights of 2-D Order-16 ICT(4) Coefficients 
� eff 少 f eg g } e9 
D F , 
X ~ ^ [ S ] [ J ] — — • [ S ] [ J ] — — ^ K4 — ^ G 
MSB = 21 2 218 2° 
- 1 2 8 < X < 1 2 7 . - … 一 一 1 ^ = 2 1 ° 2 。 2 L G 
©g e / h e J" ex 
hh xx y 
G Y — W \ S ] ~ - ~ • [J]T[S] — • X ' 
MSB = 2 3 2 6 
Fig. 5.12 Error Propagation of a 2-D Order-8 ICT(4) System 
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Assume that the same bit length is used throughout the system. egg，the rounding 
error of g(i，j)，is found to be large enough to cover all the errors from preceding 
stages. Therefore, the total error energy upto g(i，j) is equal to: 
The transformation from [G] to [H] , and from [//] to can be viewed as a 
one-dimensional inverse transfonnation. The energy amplification factor A found in 
(5.9), which is equal to 512, can be applied in this case. With this factor substituted 
to (5.5), and knowing that LH-LG = 3, the residual error energy at h{i,j\ Elv is 
estimated to be 94.54% of E], Therefore, the error energy at h(i}j) can be estimated 
as follows: 
E2hg = 0.9454 X512X^2 = 0.6303 x 2 2 ^ 
^ = ^ x 2 2 £ i / = 0.0833x22U/ 
E2h=E2hg+E2hh = 0Jl36x22LH 
9 
Also, from (5.5), there are 94.54% of El taken as residual error energy at the final 
stage. The total error energy at x\i,j) is equal to: 
E2=\ ^ 1JC<0 
UC>0 
^ = i 2 2 D f = 0.0833x22LY 12 
E^ = 0.9454 x 512 x £A2 = 5.3941 x 2 2 ^ 
•丑2 = | 5 .3941父2似 LK^O 
••
 X
~ l 5 . 4 7 7 4 x 2
2
^ L K > 0 …(5 . 15 ) 
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Estimated error energies of a 2-D order-8 ICT(4) system for various bit lengths are 
given in Fig. 5.15. Comparing (5.14) with (5.15), it can be seen that the ICT(4) 
two-dimensional system generates less error energy. 
S.7 ERROR ENERGY IN OTHER TRANSFORM SYSTEMS 
In the previous sections, we take the order-8 DCT and ICT(4) as examples to estimate 
the error energies due to finite length representation of the transformed coefficient 
in orthonoimal and orthogonal transform systems. In fact, the technique can also be 
applied to other transforms. In this section, we shall consider the error energy in 
2-D order-16 DCT, and 1-D and 2-D order-16 ICT(7) systems. The following tables 
list the maximum magnitude and weights of the coefficients of the transforms 
concerned. The unified normalization factor K and the energy amplification factor 
A for order-16 ICT(7) are set at and A = 57600 respectively. 
从“n c(ij) hiij) xvj) 
Max. 512 2048 512 128 
MSB 28 210 2s 26 — 
LSB 2^ 2^ 2 ^ 2 " 
Table 5.4 Maximum Magnitude and Weights of 2-D Order-16 
DCT Coefficients 
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m g(i) 
Max. 122880 2.133 
MSB 216 21 
LSB 2^ 2 ^ 
Table 5.5 Maximum Magnitude and Weights of 1-D Order-16 ICT(7) Coefficients 
f(iJ) gdJ) h(ij) 
Max. 122880 117964800 0.0356 2.1333 
MSB 216 226 2 s 21 
LSB 2^ 2^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 
Table 5.6 Maximum Magnitude and Weights of 2-D Order-16 ICT(7) Coefficients 
S.7.1 ERROR ENERGY IN THF TWO-DTMENSTONAT, ORDF.R.1K DPT 
SYSTEM 
The notations for the rounding errors and coefficients of a 2-D order-16 are given 
in Fig. 5.11. Since L C = L D + 2 ( s e e Table 5.4), from (5.5), the residual error energy 
at c(ifj), denoted E]d, is equal to zero. The total error energy of h(i,j) is equal to: 
E 2 H « 
EL = 0.9796 x E] = 1.3061 x 2 2 ^ 
• • • � = 1 . 3 8 9 
and the total energy at the final stage is: 
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e 2 J ^ r j c i o 
LX>0 
E^ = 0.9796 x E] = 21.7771 x 2 2 ^ 
. £ 2 = j 2 1 . 7 7 7 1 x 2 2 D f L X ^ O 
•• 121.8604 x 2 2 ^ LX>0 • . . (5.1¾ 
Using (5.16), the estimated error energies for various bit lengths are plotted in Fig. 
5.14. 
5.7.2 ERROR ENERGY IN THK ONE-PTMFNSTQNAL ORDFR.1K TrT(7) 
Please refer to Fig. 5.10 for notations of the errors and coefficients of a 1-D order-16 
ICTC7) system. The maximum magnitudes and weights of this system are also given 
in Table 5.5. It is found that the rounding error of ^ ( 0 is large enough to completely 
mask all the error from the preceding stages, therefore the total error energy at g(i) 
is equal to the rounding error E] = E]V The final error energy is therefore given by: 
From (5.5), 
E^ = 0.9968 x 57600 x E] = 4.6724 x 2 2 ^ 
. £ 2 = j4 .6724x2 2 L 3 r L X ^ O 
•• x ~ 14.7557 x 2 2 ^ LK>0 …(5.17) 
The rounding error energies of this system for various bit lengths can be estimated 
using (5.17). The results are given in Fig. 5.13. 
5.7.3 ERROR ENERGY IN THE TWO-DTMFNSIONAT, ORDER-16 TCTm 
Please refer to Fig. 5.12 for notations of the errors and coefficients of a 2-D order-16 
ICT(7) system. The magnitudes and weights of each coefficients are also given in 
Table 5.6. In this system, the total error magnitude propagated to g(i，j) is found to 
be smaller than egg ’ the rounding error of g(ifj). Therefore, the residual error energy 
at g(i，j) is equal to zero. 
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From (5.5), 
Elg = 0.9754 x 57600 x E) = 1.1430 x 2 2 ^ 
= = 1 .2264x2^ 
E^ = 0.9754 x 57600 x E2k = 67.2869 x 2 2 ^ 
= 1 6 7 . 2 8 6 9 x 2 ^ LK^O 
. . 1 6 7 . 3 7 0 2 x 2 2 ^ LX>0 …(5.18) 
With (5.18), the estimated error energies for various bit lengths are plotted in Fig. 
5.14. 
5.8 RESULTS 
In the previous sections, we have analysed in a statistical approach the error behaviour 
of various transforms in one and two-dimensional transformation systems. Using the 
derived equations, the error energies for various bit lengths can be estimated. Fig. 
5.13 shows the results for 1-D transformation while Fig. 5.14 depicts those of 2-D 
transform systems. 
It is found that the order-8 ICT(4) generates less error energy than the order-8 DCT 
for both 1-D and 2-D transforms. However, the order-16 ICT(7) is found to produce 
more error energy than the order-16 DCT. 
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2 | ~ ^ ： 
一 ROUNDING ERROR ENERGY 
^ 1 - ^ ^ ^ ^ - D I M E N S I O N A L TRANSFORM 
蒙1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
G ORDER-16 ICT(7) / 
< ORDER-8-16 DCT , 
Z ORDER-A ICT(4) / 
UJ - 4 -
S 
-5 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I • 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
BIT LENGTH 
Fig. 5.13 Estimated Error Energy of 1-D Transform Systems 
4 
_ ROUNDING ERROR ENERGY 
^ 3 _ TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORM 
^ 2 - O R D E R S ICT(7) 
^ 1 - • ORDER-16 DCT 
§ 
0C 0 - OHDER-8 I C T ( 4 ) X • DCT ORDER-8 
LL： ^ ^ 
1 - 3 - ^ ^ 
-4 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 
5
 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
BIT LENGTH 
Fig. 5.14 Estimated Error Energy of 2-D Transform Systems 
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5.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS! 
In this chapter, we have analysed the error behaviour due to finite length 
representation of the transformed coefficients in order-8 and 16 DCT and ICT 
systems. This approach allows a circuit designer to have a clearer idea about the 
impacts of rounding errors on the reconstructed signal. In the absence of quantization 
process, the order-8 ICT(4) is shown to generate less error energy than the order-8 
DCT, which is compatible with the DCT as concluded in chapter 4. This reveals 
that the order-8 ICT(4) is a competent candidate for replacing the DCT if simple 
implementation is a serious consideration. 
Part of the results in this chapter was published in the proceedings of TENCON 90 
[WUc90]. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 SUMMARY OF WOR^； 
Image pixels are generally assumed to be samples of Markov processes, therefore 
covariance functions of these processes are used to model real images so that 
theoretical performance of different transforms can be performed. The effectiveness 
of these mathematical functions has not been evaluated In this work, the KLT,s 
corresponding to these functions are generated, using which six images of various 
statistical properties are transformed for performance comparison with the DCT. 
Experimental results show that these KLT's all produce less BRE and higher MRB 
than that of the DCT. Among these mathematical functions, the first-order Maikov 
model is the most widely used because of its simple struction. On the other hand, 
the non-separable model is shown to be the most realistic for representing 
two-dimensional correlation properties of an image. 
As images are actually not Markov signals, three covariance estimation schemes are 
developed to extract the pixel correlation properties from real images. Each scheme 
views images as different random processes. The KLT's corresponding to these 
schemes all have better performances than those of the mathematical models and the 
DCT. 
Performance comparison of the DCT and KLT is also made in a practical perspective 
by using these transforms in systems where an image is transformed without mean 
subtraction. Experimental results show that, for better MSE performance of the KLT, 
the image must first be biased to zero-mean, otherwise the DCT is better. This 
reveals the suitability of the DCT for practical applications where mean subtraction 
prior to transformation is not preferred. The DCT and KLT DC transformed energy 
packing abilities for nonzero-mean Markov signals are also analysed It is shown 
that, if real images are assumed to be Markov signals, the criterion for DCT DC 
transfonned larger than that of the KLT is for the mean of the signal must be larger 
than its standard deviation. This condition is generally fulfilled because the overall 
brightness (mean) of an image is usually larger than the standard deviation, at least 
it is true for all the images under study. 
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As the DCT is increasingly important because it is going to be an industrial standard, 
transforms compatible with it is becoming an important feature. Since the family of 
ICTs is developed to approximate the DCT kernel components using integers, it 
initiated an effort to investigate whether or not the order-8 and 16 ICTs are 
compatible with the DCT. No previous work has been reported to deal with this 
analysis. Our study is carried out by considering a Markov signal being forward and 
inverse transformed by different transform kernels, one of which is a precise DCT 
and the other is an w-bit ICT or w-bit DCT. An w-bit ICT is said to be compatible 
with the precise DCT if it generates less MSE than the w-bit DCT. It is found that 
order-8 ICT implemented using 4, 3 or 2 bits are compatible with the precise DCT. 
However, none of the order-16 ICT's is found to have such compatibility property. 
One of the main implementation problems of the DCT is that its basis components 
are real numbers which requires floating point form for precise representation. 
Floating point form is not preferable because of its complexity. Integer form is an 
alternative approach, but will introduce rounding error to the basis components and 
transfoimed coefficients. Assume that the transform basis compontents are precisely 
represented, the rounding error behaviour of the transformed coefficients in a 1-D 
DCT system is investigated using Guglielmo’s approach [GUGL86]. It is then 
extended to an ICT system in which the normalization process is assumed to be 
implemented by hardware. Both 1-D and 2-D transformations are considered. 
Finally, the estimated error energies of the DCT and ICT's are compared against 
various bit lengths for representing the transformed coefficients. It is found that 
order-8 4-bit ICT has a lower MSE than that of the DCT. However, order-16 7-bit 
ICT generates more MSE than the DCT. 
6 2 CONTRTRIITTON OF THR WORI^ 
1. The covariance estimation schemes developed are shown experimentally to be 
effective for exploiting the pixel correlation properties. Using this schemes, the 
actual maximum bit reduction by using the KLT for a particular image can be 
evaluated. 
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2. The effectiveness of the mathematical covariance models are verified In particular, 
the lion-separable model is the most realistic. 
3. The order-8 ICT's implemented using 4, 3 and 2 bits are compatible with the DCT. 
In particular, ICT(4) is particularly promising because it has an excellent 
performance while allowing simple implementation. This illustrates that real 
transforms are not necessarily superior to integer transfomis when implementation 
complexity and transform efficiency are considered. The search for 
high-performance simple-structure transforms could be a topic for further research. 
4. The error behaviour analysis allows a circuit designer to have a clearer 
understanding of how the rounding error affecting the final coefficient in 
orthonormal and orthogonal transform systems. It also allows the designer to know 
a priori the representation accuracy of the coefficients required to satisfy a 
pre-assigned reconstruction error on the image. 
6.3 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER WORK 
1. Chapters 4 and 5 consider the effect of rounding error in transform basis 
components and transformed coefficients separately. A combined treatment can 
be carried out in order to have a complete understanding of the implications of 
rounding errors in a transform system. 
2. None of the order-16 ICT's is found to be compatible with the DCT. Further 
efforts can be made to search for order-16 integer transforms that are compatible 
with the DCT. 
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8 APPENDIX 
A.1 SEPARABILITY OF KT.Ts 
If a covariance function is separable then the corresponding KLT is also separable, 
such that [KLTs(pv,pJ] = [KLTm(pv)] ® [KLTm(pA)] 
proof: 
The covariance function can be expressed as an N2xN2 matrix [COVs(pv,pA)] 
[COVs(pv, pA)] = [COVm(pv)] 0 [COVm(pA)] 
“COVm(0，0;pv)[COVm(pA)] ... COVm(0,N- l;pv) [CX)Vm(pA)]" 
• • • • 參 
一 • • • • 需 
• • • • 參 
COVm(iV 一 l,0;pv) [COVm(pJ … C O V m ( N 一 l,0;pv) [COVm(pA)]_ 
Let [COVs(m，")] =COVm(m,/i;pv)[COVm(pA)] be the (m,n)-± basic block of 
[COVs(pv,pA)]. As [A] is a diagonal matrix, [COVs(w,m)], m e [O.JV-1], are all 
diagonal matrices. Also, [COVs(m,/i)] for all m 关/z are zero matrices. In order for 
[COVs(m,m)] to be diagonal matrices, there must exist a n N x N matrix [KLTm(pA)] 
that diagonalises [COVm(pA)]. At the same time, there must also exist an NxN 
matrix [KLTm(pv)] such that COVm(m,m;pv) = 1 and COVm(m,n;pv) = 0, for m ^ n , 
that is, 
[KLTm(pv)] [COVm(pv)] [KLTm(pv)]r = [AJ 
[KLTm(pJ] [COVm(pA)] [KLTm(pJ] r= [AJ 
where [AJ and [AJ are the eigenvalue matrices of [COVm(pv)] and [COVm(pA)] 
respectively. 
Q. E. D. 
Since 
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[KLTs(pv, pA)] [COVs(pv, pA)] [KLTs(pv, ph)]r 
=([KLTm(pv)] (8) [KLTm(p,)]) ([COVm(pv)] (8) [COVm(pA)]) 
([KLTm(pv)]0[KLTm(pA)]r) 
={([KLTm(pv)] [COVm(pA)])0 ([KLTm(pA)] [COVm(pJ)} 
([KLTm(pv)]7 ® [KLTm(pA)]T) 
= ([KLTm(pv)] [COVm(pv)] [KLTm(pv)]r) 
®([KLTm(pJ] [COVm(pJ [KLTm(pJ]r) 
= [AJ®[AJ=[A] 
Therefore, the search for an N2xN2 eigenmatrix is reduced to finding 2 NxN 
eigenmatrices. The saving in computation is considerable. 
A.2 DERIVATION OF DCT AND KLT DC TRANSFORMED ENERGY 
FIRST-ORDER MARKOV PROCESS 
Let ^ ( 0 ) and c ^ O ) be the DC transformed energy of the KLTm and DCT 
respectively. 
^ r . ( O ) = ( A ( 0 ) + ？ f l 1 W m ( 0 , r n ) T … 
\m=0 J � J 
2 汉-liV-1 Ar-1 Y 
W O ) = ^ S S b c r ^ n ) CORm(m,n;p) + P E t(0fm) 
«=0»=0 ^/»=0 J 
= t t 2 2 p 丨 " 丨 ( A 2) 
where is the largest eigenvalue of [COVm(p)]. 
tKLTmiiJ) is the (zj)-th element of [KLTm(p)]. 
and bcriiyj) is the (zV>th element of DCT basis matrix. 
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For cicriO) ^ c ^ ( 0 ) : 
n^AT-liV-l fs-l \2 
T7 \ \ P l n ' H l + ^ ^ o^(0) + 3 ? X Wm(0,rn) 
丄、m = 0n-0 \m=sO J 
^ ^ ( 0 ) - - ^ 1 1 I 1 p , m " 4 
L V«=o J ) L ly m=0/»=0 J 
n m n 
_ - 去 E 1 p 1 " 丨 
<N-\ M ...(A .2) 
N — 
SEPARABLE MODEL 
Since [CORs(pv, pA)] is separable, [KLTs(pv, p j ] is also separable, such that 
[KLTs(pv,pA)] = [KLTm(pv)] ® [KLTm(pA)] 
^ Pv = PA = P, then 
[KLTm(p J = [KLTm(pJ = [KLTm(p)] 
and [KLTm(p)] [CORm(p)] [KLTm(p)]r= [A] 
where [A] is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero components are the eignevalues of 
[CORm(p)]. 
Let Cklts = [KLTs(pv, pA)] 7 and F is formed by row-ordering of the input signal \X]. 
From (3.6), the KLTs transformed energy matrix is therefore given by: 
[ M N G ^ j J = (^([A] <8) [A])+^([KLTmCp)] [KLTm(p)]) [ y 
([KLTm(p)]r (8) [KLTm(p)]r) 
=(^([A] 0 [A])+^([KLTm(p)] [1N] [KLTm(p)]r) 
0([KLTm(p)]) [ y [KLTm(p)]r) 
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The energy of the DC coefficient of C ^ , is equal to the (0,0)-th element of 
DENGfC^)] and is given by: 
c I l t M = o 2 _ + y { N Z W m ( 0 , r n ) T …(A.3) 
、；n = 0 J 
where ^(0) is the largest eigenvalue of [CORm(p)], 
and tiajrJjiJ) is the (y>th element of [KLTm(p)]. 
For the case of DCT, [T] of (3.6) is equal to [T^ <8) [ 7 ^ ] . 
[ENGCC^)] = (fdT^] [CORm(p)] [ 7 ^ ] 7 ) ® ([TDcr] [CORm(p)] [T^]7) 
4 ^ ( 0 ) = 0 2 S Z W ( 0 , / ^ ) ^ ( 0 , / z ) p , m - w | Z W ( 0 , m ) 
乂 m=0A=0 J yn=0 J 
= 7^02 E Z p 1 " ^ 1 +N2r …(丄4) 
N Lfi=o»=o J � , 
The condition for ¢ ^ ( 0 ) > c^ r j(0) is: 
i JN-IN-I "|2 r^r-i "14 
7^ o2 s s p1—1 +Ny ^ c\\o)+r i 
N L m = 0 » = 0 J L n = 0 _ 
~ O � ， ( N ~ L V I J O 1 FN-LN-\ Y" 
0 〒 妒 - I ^ o2 A.2(0)-— I S p l n - n l 
L \ m = 0 J J L i V 乂 � = 0 / » = 0 J _ 
入 2 ( o ) - 吉 I S p — 丨 
N — : � " � L ( A 5 � 
fN-l V …(AJ) 
N 2 -
\m = 0 J 
NON-SEPARABLE LSOTROPTC MODFT, 
With (3.8), the transformed DC energy is: 
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\ 
N�IN2 -1 (s2-\ V 
(^0) = 02 S I f(0,m)r(0,«)CORn(m,n)+^  Z t(OJ) ".(A.6) 
For the case of KLTn, the transformed DC energy is given by: 
/V-i V 
^ ( 0 ) = ^ ( 0 ) + 3^ 1 S Wn(0,y) …(A.7) 
v=° y 
For the case of DCT, [T] of (3.8) is equal to [7] = [TDcr] ® [ 7 ^ ] , and 
n2-i 
S WJ) = 0forall/^ 0 
7 = 0 
From (A.6), the transformed DC energy is: 
N2-in2-I CnI j y 
- ( 0 ) = 02 Z Z w)CORn(w,/1) + ^2 f ^ ( 0 , ^ : ) 
m = 0 <»=0 � i = 0 j 
=7^ 2 S CORn(u}v;iJ) + ^N2 
iv /n=o «=0 
Since COVn(m,n) = COVn(i/,v;z,;) (see section 2.2.2). 
where u = m div N 
v = m mod N 
/ = w div iV 
j = n mod N 
From (2.8), we have: 
c^r(0)=—2 2 S ^{^[(u-if+fy-j)2] (lnp)2} +^ 2 
/V FF»=0 N=0 
C^N-IN - 1N-1N-1 1 r r 
=^5： I S S + 
iV u = 0v = 0 i = 0 y = 0 v y 
For ^ ( 0 ) > c ^ ( 0 ) , 
we have: 
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^N-lN-lN-lN-l fNi t V 
• m ? � C 0 R n ( " ’ V " ) + 孙 2 ^ 办 2 Wn(0,m) 
‘ “ j w \m=o y 
f 12Vo ( 1 N — IN-iN-lN-l \ 
钱 N1 - I W . ^ / n ) ？ ^ ^ ( 0 ) - - ^ I E Z Z CORn(w,v;/,;) o2 � L« = 0 J y V iV « = 0v = 0 i=0 y=0 
- / 聊 - z Z 2 Z f+(v-yf � / M=0 V=0 1=0 /=0 
° a - A / V . . . ( 丄 9 ) 
\ ^ - 2 
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